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THE $300 HIKE SLATED FOR THIS WERE UNAVAILABLE 
SEMESI'ER. . , . 
$300 hike only short-term relief 
By April Treshinsky Jacobs 
The three hundred dollar 
tuition increase approved for the 
spring of 1990 is just short-term 
relief in the face of larger long-
term issues faced by UNH. 
According to the Allan 
Prince, associate vice-president 
for Financial Affairs, the 
university must struggle to 
maintain standards, both in 
faculty and student body, while 
maintaining the overall quality 
of education in terms of cost. 
Both Prince and Dean of 
Student Affairs, Gregg Sanborn 
named faculty arid admission 
standards as two areas in which 
the university must continue to 
improve, if it is to grow in a 
positive direction. 
"We have had to reallocate 
and consolidate programs- we 
are at the point of having to 
eliminate programs if this 
continues," said Sanborn. 
The university has faced cuts 
of 7.5 percent for two years in a 
row in: appropriations from the 
state. According to Prince, the 
bill approved provides for · 
another cut in July of 1990. This 
translates into higher tuitions for 
the fall of 1990. 
The figures do not take 
inflation into account, which . 
currently runs about 5 percent. 
When this rate is compared with 
the tuition increase it is found 
that tuition is increasing faster 
than inflation, com pounding the 
problem. 
Prince said that, in essence, 
the tuition rates are rising faster 
than inflation because "we are 
makin u foralossinrevenue." 
The funding problems at the meeting the demands of 
university will be reflected in a studentsand theirvalueinterms 
number of areas, some directly of contributing to the overall 
academic and others which are quality of education at the 
social in nature. university. 
In the wake of hiring freezes Prince echoed this idea 
and internal reallocation of funds, when he said that a declining 
both faculty positions and the applicant pool is also workfng 
library have been affected. Prince against the university, which is 
said that holds were put on filling in the middle price range for 
vacanciesinthebiologicalsciences state universities in New 
and education depar~rr..:c>n:-s atthe England. It is going to be 
Ph.D. level. The l.ibr,· r::, book increasingly competi_tive to 
acquisitionbudgetwasalsoplaced attract the best students. 
on hold while the university The decline is due to a 
attempted to maintain programs decrease in birth rate and a drop 
in other areas. in the percentage of high school 
Thephysicalfacilitiesareahas graduates. The university 
also been affected. Sanborn said it should not, according to both 
maybedifficulttomaintain "good Sanborn and Prince, be tempted 
teaching space" and said that the to lower admission standards to 
university has also had to cut back maintain tuition revenue and the 
on repairs and renovations. number of students attending 
Prince also said that the the university. 
acquisition of equipment, The flip side of this, 
includingtpatused in laboratories, according to Sanborn, is the risk 
has been put on hold and is being ofbecominganelitistinstitution 
reviewed on a case-by-case, - something a state university 
extreme need basis. must avoid in order to fulfill its 
Both Sanborn and Prince obligations to the citizens of the 
agreed that the area of primary · state. 
interest remains in the classroom Sanborn said that the state 
quality, which consists of faculty needs to look at the way it 
and students. generates revenue because in the 
The long-term issues facing face of the current crisis, "the 
theuniversityare,complexbecause waywehavegeneratedrevenue 
they involve economic and in the past may not be the way 
pop.ulation factors - both for the future." 
uncertain variables with great According to Prince, one of 
effect. the biggest challenges facing the 
Sanborn said the university university is not the budget 
may have to make choices in the itself, but "not foreclosing on 
future about whi~h programs are students who can't afford to pay, 
most important in terms of but are qualified." 
appear at UNH 
Maker of 'Do The Right Thing' will 
speak in 600-seat Granite State Room 
\ 
By Marianne Moore 
Controversial film maker 
Spike Lee will be on campus 
Sunday; February 25th, in 
conjunction with Diversity 
Month. His appearance will be 
an informal question and answer 
session. 
MU~O arranged . Lee's 
appearance in an effort to bring a 
guest lecturer to !he University 
that would be relevant to 
Diversity and BJack History 
Month. 
MUSO Film's coordinator 
Sarah Hansen said Lee's "Rap 
Session" "will be an open mike 
sort of thing where he will talk 
about his films and should talk 
about his upcoming film 'Vari-
ations on the Mo' Better Blues'." 
''The fact that we have Spike 
Lee for Black History Month is 
amazing," said Hansen . . "The 
thing I think is important is that 
this is the (one of the) least diverse 
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Fonner UNH President, Gordon Haaland, {file photo) 
Haaland no longer 
UNH President 
Gus Kinnear to fill office 
w-hile" successor is found 
By Erin Sullivan 
This past Friday, Gordon 
Haaland passed through the doqrs 
of Thompson Hall as President of 
the University of New Hampshire 
for the last time. 
Haaland officially handed 
over hisd uties to interim President 
Gus Kinnear yesterday while he 
prepares to assume his new 
position as President · of 
Gettysburg College. 
Haaland's appointment at 
Gettysburg becomes effective 
March 30, 1990. 
For the past twenty years, 
Haaland has been a part of foe 
University of New Hampshire. 
First setting foot on the Durham 
. campus as a young psychology 
professor, Haaland now leaves 
with the additional 
accomplishments of ~rving as 
Psychology ~Department 
HAALAND,PAGE8 . 
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DJ's diligently discuss diversity deficiency 
By Andy Neal 
To respond to the recent 
changes ,in South Africa and in 
honor of National Black History 
month, UNH students will now 
be able to tune in to a WUNH 
program which focus on the 
advances of blacks in the United 
States and the state of New 
Hampshire. 
Hosted by WUNH program 
director Alex Davis and disc 
jockey Ma,rc Snow, . ~he 
desegregation pr.ogramming 
works around a series of tapes 
put out by the Philip Morris 
Company titled "Equal Rights 
Under Law: Desegregation in 
America." 
. : WUNH began the special 
series last Wednesday with hopes 
of raising black awareness at 
UNH and in the area. The show 
will air every Wednesday from 6 
to 8 p.m . . and will continue 
through the second week in 
March. 
As Davis stated, "there are 
· no news programs that are 
pertinent to the students, so with 
these tapes we .can maybe raise 
consdotisness at UNH." 
The series focuses on the 
conHnued struggle of Afro-
Americans to gain ground in a 
predominantly white-controlled 
society. 
Last Wednesday's program 
addressed the beginning of the 
civil rights movement, 
specifically civil rights activists 
who met resistance from 
disgruntled Southerners who c ' 
"fought to keep the two worlds 
of race separate." Victims of 
southern prejudice retold violent . 
accounts of burning crosses, 
lynchings and mob violence to 
keep blacks from voting. 
Present for the show was 
Steve Allen from the Progressive 
Student Network who 
contributed to on-air discussion 
after the tape. 
Allen voiced his concern that 
the Bush administration is not 
doing enough in terms of 
supporting education, especially 
in urb~n areas \Y~ere Allen thinks, 
"money isn't going where all the 
people need it to go." 
Allen sees Nelson Mandela' s 
release last week as a hopeful sign 
of change but warns that the Bush 
administration "cannot give into 
deKlerk too early." He also 
referred to the Charles Stuart case 
as a "national racist issue very 
close to home." 
Wednesday's show, in 
Snow's view, "was a little 
disorganized because we weren't 
really sure what we were going to 
do. But we're free to have as 
many people .on the show as we 
want, so after the tapes we can get 
some good discussion going.'; 
With the open air format, 
Snow hopes to raise key questions 
· students might want argued and 
answered. WUNH's aim is to 
raise consciousness in a not-so-
diverse university- a community 
of 12,000 students, of whom fewer 
than SlJ are black. 
For future shows, Davis and 
Snow will bring in guests that 
include faculty and 
administration· members along 
with student representatives for 
groups such as the Black Student 
Union and Hillel. 
One artist's rendition of diversity, or the lack thereof, at UNH. (Don Carlson, photo) 
Overi;iight mail.to be 
eliminated 
Washington (AP) -Trading off speed for reliability, 
the Postal Service plans this summer to eliininate 
overnight delivery of first-class mail for millions of 
Americans. Starting this summer, the Postmaster 
General said in an interview, the boundaries of the 
areas in which mail is supposed to be delivered within 
one day will shrink, affecting from 4 to 7 percent of. 
letters. Express Mail, the service's premium overnight 
service, is not affected. 
4 killed in Maryland 
motel explosion 
Hagerstown, Md. (AP) - At least four people were 
killed and some guests were forced to leap from their 
windows when a natural gas leak apparently set off an 
explosion yesterday morning, the authorities said. 
The explosion blew out the middle front of the Super 
8 Motel here offlnterstate 70, about 65 miles northwest 
of Baltimore, throwing debris as far as 300 feet from 
the building, Fire Chief Gary Hawbaker said. 
Court overturns sex 
case conviction 
Washington, (AP)~ A military appeals court has overturned 
the convi~ion of a former corporal in the Marine Corps 
who served 226 days in the brig in 1988 for allegedly 
engaging in sex with another woman, a defense lawyer 
says. The court said Thursday that two marines serving on 
the jury in the court-martial of the former corporal, Barbara 
J. Baum, were biased and that the military judge had 
allowed uncorroborated testimony. 
Pentagon consultal)t 
gets a 27-month term 
Washington (AP) - A Pentagon consultant has been 
s_entenced to 27 .months in prison and a $10,000 fine for 
participating in a six-year scheme to bribe a Government 
official Federal District Judge Claude M. Hilton, sitting in 
Alexandria, Va., imposed the sentence Friday on Thomas 
E. Muldoon, 60, of Rockville, Md., and ordered him to serve 
three years of supervised probation after his release from 
prison: 
Radiation risk on 
.airline flights 
Washington (AP) - The 'risk of fatal cancer from 
radiation in airliners is 17 times greater than reported 
last week in a Government study, the Department of 
Transportation has acknowledged after other scientists 
found errors. The original study had estimated the 
health risk from radiation as roughly _equ~l to that of · 
flying in a cabin filled with cigarette smoke, but said 
recalculationshowsthatradiationisafargreaterhazard. 
For people who fly the most vulnerable routes for 20 
years, the new estimates predict a cancer death rate of 
about 1 percent. 
Survey finds sexual 
conducts conservative 
New Orleans (AP) - A study conducted in 1989 has 
found Americans unexpectedly conservative in their 
sexual activity, researchers said Wed~esday, including 
a high level of marital fidelity of homosexuality than 
frequently estimated. While the University of Chicago 
scientists could not determine if fear of AIDS was the 
reason, they said the findings do suggest that a smaller 
portion of the population than previously thought may 
be at risk of contracting the disease through their 
sexual behavior. 
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Winter Carnival 1990: 
·Snow spells success 
By Ellen Harris 
The UNH winter carnival was 
blessed with a crucial element this 
year: snow. 
In past years, snow sculpture 
contests and cross country ski 
competitions were cancelled due 
to lack of the white stuff. 
This year's carnival had a 
"Wide World of Winter" theme, 
which prompted such athletic 
events as a snow volleyball 
tournament on T-Hall lawn,a cross 
' country ski race and clinic, and a 
skating party at Snively.Arena. 
"Winter carnival was a 
definite success this year," said 
Student Activity Program Advisor 
Betsy Parente. ''The weather was ~ 
with us. That helped." . 
The carnival activities were 
planned by a special student 
organization called the Campus 
Activities Board (CAB), a division 
of Student Activities. 
Senior Sally Lange, CAB' s 
special events coordinator, said 
that planning for winter carnival 
started several months ago when 
the 15 members of CAB began 
discussingideasfortheweek~long -. 
event. 
"We coordinate all the 
activities that go on, but we work 
. with other organizations to make 
things happen," said Lange. "Rec 
Sports sponsored t_he skating party 
on Friday night ... and SCOPE did 
comedy night at the MUB," she 
said. 
The spectators at the men's 
basketball game on Wednesday 
were entertained at halftime by 
the Bud Light Daredevils. The 
Daredevils, a team of acrobatic 
slam d unkers, were broughtto the 
game by the athletic department 
as an addition to the winter 
carnival activities, according to 
Lange. The game drew a crowd of 
over 1500, said Lange. 
The carnival's annual banner 
contest, won by Sigma Nu and 
Chi Omega, was held at the 
basketball game also. 
Snively Arena saw a season-
high attendance of 2326 at the 
Friday night men's hockey game 
against Maine. Following the 
game, a skating party was held for 
students with food, music and 
prizes. 
The party was attended by 
about 200 students, according to 
Lange. Prizes included gift 
certificates to local restaurants and 
UNH sweatshirts. 
Sophomore PJ Dean said, "I 
thought it (the skating party) was 
really cool because I've never been 
skating at UNH before. It also got 
me to a hockey game ... I've never 
been to one before," she said. 
Saturday's snow volleyball 
tournament, sponsored by Phi 
Kappa Sigma, was a popular, but 
cold event braved by 17 teams 
representing Greek houses, 
dormitories and off-campus 
groups. 
"I . thought the event was a 
huge success," said snow 
volleyball coordinator Ted 
Grimbilas. 
CARNIVAL, PAGE 29 
Teams battled it out for the snow volleyball title last Saturday on the T-Hall lawn. (Ben Frazier, photo) 
Affirmative Action plan introduced 
Proposal ~dvocates greater minority recruitment 
By Sandy Cutshall 
A three-year plan for 
Affirmative Action Advocacy is 
being proposed to change UNH's 
policy from one of mere 
compliance with equal 
employment opportunity (EEO) 
regulations, to one that advocates 
aggressive recruitment and hiring 
of minority students and faculty. 
The new plan, introduced last 
week, is intended to provide more 
diversity among the faculty and 
student body. 
"We' re asking people to make 
a commitment to affirmative 
action to . correct a history of 
underrepresentation," said Chris 
Burns-DiBiasio, Director of 
Affirmative Action at UNH. 
Under the new plan, there will 
be a change in hiring practices to 
increase the number of minorities 
and women on the faculty and 
staff. The plan also focuses on 
increasing the ·enrollment of 
minority students and the number 
of women in non-traditional fields 
(engineering & physical sciences 
. and life sciences & agriculture). 
According to Burns-DiBiasio, 
this will be done in part by 
decentralizing the affirmative 
action effort. Previous to this new 
plan, the university effort to 
increasediversityhasalways been 
highly _. centralized within the 
administration. However, the new 
plan will put much of the 
responsibility for affirmative 
action on those who will actually 
be doing the hiringdecisioris, such 
as deans and department heads. 
To do this, every academic 
and administrative unit of UNH 
will be submitting an individual 
plan by September 15, 1990, stating 
what steps they as a department 
·will take to encourage recruitment 
of minority and under-
represented women faculty and 
staff, according to the plan. The 
Admissions Office will submit a 
plan by June 30, 1990 which will 
specify how minority 
undergraduate students will be 
more aggressively recruited. 
Burns-DiBia~io stressed that 
this did not mean setting up quotas 
for hiring or enrollment. 
"We are always looking for 
the best candidate." she said. With 
this new policy the importance of 
ACTION PLAN, PAGE 29 
ECONOMY BLUES 
tu dents may do anything for an extra buck these days. (Ed Sawyer, 
hoto) 
Students and local 
merchants affecte 
by 
1
sid~-eff ects of 
• sagging economy. 
By Sarah Merrigan 
Students looking for a way to significant amount, but it "ain't 
make some extra cash will be hard , what it used to be," she said. 
pressed to find a job in downtown TheOutbackisacraftsupply 
Durham this semester. Durham's store which sells stationery and 
downtown merchants are other items, and has a custom 
currently facing an economic · framingservice. ltdoesnotcater 
slowdown, common in much of solely to the student population 
New Hampshire these days. in Durham. 
UNH Economics professor Glory Daze manager Kim 
Robert Puth said that the Brennan says that she has 
slowdown within New received a record number of 
Hampshire lies mainly in auto applicants this semester. "Every 
sales,realestate,andconstruction. day I have at least five people 
Durham is not driven by any of coming in to fill out 
these three industries. However, applications," she said. 
whenever there is a slowdown in Along with this increase in 
any area,, it eventually trickles applicants has been what she 
down to all areas," said Puth. calls a "slowdown in student 
There has been a slowdown spending." 
from a very, very high economy," According to Brennan, this 
said Puth. As a result, Durham's decrease comes on the heels of a 
economy has decreased. 30 percent decrease Durham 
However, Puth is optimistic that businesses experienced last year. 
what we are seeing will not Despite these facts, thereare 
become a "really drastic several businesses in town that 
downturn." 'Claim to not have felt any change. 
Help wanted signs are a Town and Campus manager 
rarity, with most stores making Richard Many said that 
do with their student help from "February is usually a very slow 
last semester. month anyway." · 
Businessisbynomeansdead, Nick's Bar and Grill is 
but does seem to have slowed anothertownbusinesswhichhas 
down since December. Typically, yet to feel any economic crunch. 
students come back to school .. Manager Mike Libby says that 
second semester with Christmas so far, "business isn't 
money. Christmas financial significantly · more, isn't 
worries · are out of the way, and significantly less" than last year. 
students begin to purchase things A clear measure of the times, 
more freely, said Jim Brage,. however, is the employment 
manager of Stuart Shaines. This situation at the UNH Dining 
year, however, he and other store Halls. Of the thre.e dining halls, 
managers have not seen as many which are forever looking for 
of these students. help, only Philbrook is hiring. 
JackieStraus,managerofThe Both Stillings and Huddleston 
Outback, agrees that business has have full schedules. "We are in 
slowed down since December. heaven," said Stillings manager 
Business isn:'t down a very Julia Yates. 
Opposition comes of 
age in Nicaragua 
Managua, Nicaragua (AP) - Supporters of the 
US-backed presidential candidate, Violeta Barrios de 
Chamorro, marched on the capital's main square 
Wednesday in by far the largest opposition rally since 
the Sandinista Front came to power more than a decade 
ago. The crowd of about 50,000 people spilled . 
euphorically into the .Plaza of the Revolution. ,While 
faithful throngs perched on the crumbling ledges of 
Managua's old cathedral, Chamorro, a famous widow 
in along white dress and a wheelchair, was hailed as a 
savior. 
Ruling party ahead. 
in Japan's vote 
Tokyo (AP) - Japan's voters reaffirmed their 
conservatism Wednesday by reelecting the political 
party that has presided over 35 years of extraordinary 
economic prosperity .. The scandal- wracked Liberal 
Democratic Party, which has governed Japan 
continuously since 1~55, pronounced itself "purified" 
. - after the closely watched election in which it retained 
control of the powerful lower house of the Diet. 
,/ 
/ 
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Disagreements continue 
on Germany 
Washington (AP) - The military and strategic future 
of the rapidly unifying Germany was a source of sharp 
dispute on both sides of the Atlantic Wednesday, with 
disagreements surfacing inside the Bonn government and 
continuing between Soviet and Western officials. The 
debates centered on Germany's military stat.us after 
reunification: on what kind of troops, if any, might be 
based in what is now East Germany, and on whether the 
new German state should be neutral or firmly linked to the 
West through membership in the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. 
Sharon formally resigns 
Jerusalem (AP) -Ariel Sharon, leader of the far right 
wing of the Likud bloc, formally resigned from the.Cabinet 
Wednesday and said he would campaign to topple Prime 
Minister Yitzhak Shamir and replace the government peace 
plan with his own. Sharon said he decided to resign 
because he felt the go-yernment's plan made too many 
concessions to the Arabs and could lead to war. 
South Africa shows 
exiled ANC leader 
Johannesburg (AP)-A top-ranking exiled leader 
of the African National Congress, in an unprec;edented 
interview shown Wednesday on state-run television, 
appealed to whites to help build a democratic South 
Africa after the fall of apartheid. Thabo Mbeki, the 
ANC's equivalent of a foreign miRister, told viewers 
that they had been the victim's of a prolonged 
misinformation campaign that had depicted his 
organization as seeking to impose a communist-style 
one-party state. 
Protests .in Nepal 
leave four dead 
Katmandu, Nepal (Reuters)-The police battled 
with thousands of students and political militants 
demonstrating for democracy in central Katmandu 
yesterday, and at least four people were . killed in 
clashes in the Nepalese countryside. Banned political 
parties allied in the Movement for the Restoration of 
Democracy defied an official crackdown to stage the 
first . demonstrations in the capital against the 
Himalayan kingdom's non-party political sys_tem in 
. 11 years. 
What's the Best 
way to get the 
Grades YOU 
Want? 
We can't ;say for sure~ but what you 
need may very well be found at 
the TASk Center. We've been 
sharing our study /learning 
strategies with UNH 
Undergraduate students, helping 
them reduce academic stress and 
.achieve. higher test scores for the 
past ten years. All of our services 
are FREE . for detailed information 
about how we can hel·p you 
realize your academic potential, 
drop by the T ASk Center · on 
College Road near the Bookstore 
parking lot, or call us at862-3698. 
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UMO grapples with measles 
, as outbreak hits campus 
By Kathleen Haley 
Health administrators at the 
University of Maine at Orono 
(UMO) are scrambling to 
immunize students against 
measles after 21 cases were · 
discovered over the weekend. 
Friday afternoon reports of 
four students infected by the virus 
had,increased to21 bylateMonday 
afternoon ·and the count is 
expected to increase even further .. 
According to Marty Sable, 
Public Health Ady;isor of the 
Maine State Bureau of Health, the 
cases seen at UMO thus far have 
not. been serious ones. There is 
reason for -concern, he said, 
because two in every 1,000 measles 
cases results in death, and side 
effects such as pneumonia and 
brain damage are experienced 
nearly as often. " 
According to Dr. Peter 
· , Patterson, Director of UNH Health 
Services, the measles virus has a 
two week incubation period. This 
means that cases reported now 
were actually contracted two 
weeksago. "Ifyougetashotwithin 
a couple of days before exposure, 
you have a chance of beating it," 
he said. 
Maine law does require 
measles immunity of all college 
students, but only one shot is 
required. UNH requires two-shots 
to assure immunity. 
In order to deal with UMO's 
student population of 13,000 
efficiently, immunization clinics 
have been set up since Thursday, 
Sablesaid. Theyareconcentrating 
on theapproximately250 students 
. who have not been vaccinated 
since the first year of their lives 
and the 3,000 students who were 
immunized between their first 
birthday and 15 months later, he 
said. 
''These students have been 
notified that they need to get 
vaccinated and stay off camp~s 
for two weeks," Sable said. Those 
students who aren't vaccinated 
will be required tostayoffcampus 
until two weeks after the last case 
is reported, he added . . 
Although UNH required 
proof of measles immunity from 
students this semester, there is still 
a significant risk of an epidemic 
here, according to . Patterson. 
"There'sroomforconcern, but 
we' re pretty well covered," he said. 
"Theoretically, a -student can't 
attend the university (without · 
immunity), but there's no way to 
get teeth in that." 
"I .don't think we've had an 
actual measles case on campus in 
the last 10 years, but the epidemic 
has just started and we don't want 
it," he said. · 
There has been a gradual 
/ increase in reported measles cases 
across the nation over the past few 
years. In 1988, 3,000 cases were _ 
reported, 1989 had 17,000, and a 
40% increase over last year's cases 
has already been seen in the first 
month of 1990, Patterson said. 
Patterson estimates that as 
man,y as 2,000 to 4,000 UNH 
students have yet to prove measles · 
immunity. 
While all UNH athletes have 
been immunized against measles, 
Patterson said sports fans are a 
high risk group because there is 
not a tight enough control on their 
immunity. Both the men's hockey 
and basketball teams played games 
at UMO last week. · 
Got a list of Colllplaints? 
Write a ·letter to the 
Editor. 
~~~-~·":'::"'~"'~ 
•• •J ~-. 
STRAFFORD PLACE 
S.TUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT 
Renovated and Furnished 
All Rooms with Kitchenettes 
Only a few rooms left. Call 86_8-2192 for information. 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 038 
TASk 
Tip of the We~k 
Feb.20~ 
Studying in blocks of one 
hour ts recommended: 
·use 50 minutes for study 
and 10 minutes for break. 
MACROBIOTIC LECTURE - "Working Through Change Naturally 
Through Macrobiotics." William Spear, internationally renown 
macrobiotic teacher & counselor. Sponsored by GAIA. Senate/ 
Merrimack Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., $5. 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - "Drink Out." Upper Quad, 8 p.m. 
to midnight. 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - Niche Coffee House, featuring 
Harvey Reid with Andy Happle opening, 8 P:m. 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 
WOMEN'S STUDIES VIDEO SERIES - "Maids and Madams." 
Susan Franzosa discusses the tragedy of apartheid expressed 
through the relati~.mship of black household workers and white 
employers. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
STUDENT RECITAL #6 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - "Bafa Bafa." Main Lounge, 
Randall, 7 p.m. · 
HOUSING WORKSHOP - Main Lounge, Stoke, 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Boston College. Snively Arena, 7 p.m . . 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - "Jeopardy." .Main Lounge, 
Hitchcock, 9 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
BLACK HISTORY /DIVERSITY MONTH PROGRAMS - African-, 
American Faculty and Staff panel discussion. · Merrimack Room,· 
MUB,noon. 
ITALIAN FILM SERIES- 11 A Special Day.'' Richards Auditorium, 
Murkland, 4:30.p.m., $1. · 
HOUSING WORKSHOP - Main Lounge; Hubbard, 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
LECTURE/SLIDE SHOW - "A Witness For Peace in El Salvador," 
by Brenda Humphrey. Sponsored by COCA. Room4,Horton, 7:30 
-~~fr~ . . . 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - ~'The Dating Game." _ Devine 
Niche, 8:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22 , 
LAST DAY TO WITHDRA w ·AND QUALIFY,FOR 1 /2 TUITION 
REFUND. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Harpsichord musk 
from the 18th Century, performed and discussed by John Wichs, 
UNH Prof. Emeritus of Music. Paul Arts, noon. 
ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "A Special Day," Richards, Murkland, 7 
pm 
MUSO FILM - "Sex, Lies and Videotape." Strafford Room, MUB, 
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m., students $1~ general $2. 
HOUSING WORKSHOP - Main Lounge, Devine, 7 to 8:30 p.m. ·. ,, 
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES- "College Game of Life." Main · 
Lounge, Randall~ 8:15 p.m. . · ' • ~ , · . · 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23 
LAST DAY TO: drop or change to audit ($25 per course late fee 
continues to apply). for undergraduate to carry more than 20 
credits without a surcharge. for graduate students to carry more 
than 16 credits without a surcharge. · 
BRAZILIAN CARN AV AL - A get-together for students, staff and 
faculty interested in Brazilian culture. Join in Brazilian fun, dance 
the samba and lambada, participate in a costume contest. Room 
210, McConnell, 7 to 11 p.m., $2. 
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_In light of the possible curriculum changes, would you rather take four classes of 
four credit -hours or five classes of three credit. hours and which would provide a 
better curriculum? 
; l'::v~5··.·•S·: !IVC' f IS Ill i 
l.t<i!it. tlA .... i .. ; .. ,,, ... , . ...... ; . ·. ;/ 
•·❖ ... .'.·•· •. , • • ••.• ·n· . '-·•· ,, ..... ,,,, 
"lv'e taken some three credit classes 
and they were just as hard as four 
credit classes. You would be able to · 
cover more but it would be more 
demanding on the student." 
" I would favor taking more 
classes at less credit. That way 
you could sample more areas of 
interest as an undergraduate." 
David Parther 
Senior , 
Electrical Engineering 
Jen Benjamin 
Sophmore 
Biology 
COOL-AID TAPELINE 
HEALTH REAL TED ISSUES 
I've been raped, what do I do? ... #315 
Aquaintance rape ... #319 
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia ... #215 
Dealing with an alcoholic parent...#479 
Early signs of a drinking problen ... #160 
· Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161 
Herpes symptoms and diagnosis ... #209 
· AIDS--Reducing the risks ... #225 . 
AIDS--Symptoms and diagnosis ... #218 
. SELF IMPROVEMENT 
STRESS AND ANXIETY 
Coping with stress ... #38 
Coping with anxiety ... #30 
Understanding grief ... #85 
Death and dying ... #84 · 
How to handle fears ... #33 
Conflict and meditation ... #312 
Relaxation, exercises ... #37 
FRIENDSHIP AND DATING 
Friendship building ... #1 
Helping a friend ... #90 
Dating skills ... #18 
Infatuation or love? ... #70 
'The least amount of classes tak-
ing up the least amount of time 
would be the best! I have one class 
now for my last semester and it is 
excellent!!" 
Eric Chamberlin 
Senior 
Social Work 
~B 
"I think four classes at four credit 
hours is better because taking more 
classes would be too much of a work 
load and there would be greater 
scheduling problems." 
Marna Cowan 
Junior 
Anthropology 
DIAL 862~3554 ANY NIGHT FROM 
3:00 TO MIDNIGHT AND SELECT THE 
TAPE YOU WISH TO HEAR. THE 
TAPES RUN ABOUT 6 MINUTES. IF -
YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR. JUST 
WANT TO TALK WHEN THE TAPE IS 
OVER, A COOLI-AID MEMBER WILL 
COME BACK ON THE LINE! · 
OUR HOTLINE NUMBER IS 
862-2293 
ANGER 
Dealing with anger ... #8 
Fighting constructively ... #5 
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9 
Expressing negative thoughts and feeling ... #6 
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #24 
DEPRESSION 
What is depression? ... #431 
How to deal with depression ... #432 
How to deal with lonliness ... #32 
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492 
SEXUALITY 
Female sex roles ... #39 
Time management...#15 
Self-Assertiveness ... #402 
Standing up for yourself ... #10 Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71 Female homosexuality ... #20 
Female orgasm problems ... #22 
Male sex roles ... #40 
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35 
Learning to accept yourself...#44 
Becoming independent from parents ... #478 
The Value and use of self-talk ... #36 
Types of intima~y ... #3 
Physical intimacy ... #4 
Coping with a· broken relationship ... #83 Male homosexuality ... #21 
Dealing with impotence ... #23 
Timing problems in male sexuality ... #24 
THE NEW 
NH .Senate ·passes 
bill to reorganize 
re.sponsiblity of 
Pease redevelopment 
By Robert Hogan 
A controversial bill 
concerning the redevelopment 
of Pease Air Force Base, passed 
by the New Hampshire Senate 
this month, is now waiting to be 
introduced in the house. The bill 
(Senate Bill 351) would strip the 
local communities of 
Portsmouth and Newington of . 
much of their input into the 
future of the base. It reorganizes 
the commission responsible for 
planning the base's 
redevelopment (the Pease 
Redevelopment Commission) in 
favo·r of more state control. 
UNH has expressed an 
interest in some of the Pease 
facilities, including 1,200 units 
of housing. However, according 
to PDC coordinator Michael 
Farren, competing interests and 
the restructuring of the 
commission makes it difficult to 
foresee what role UNH may 
eventually play. Theoutcomeof 
SB3Sl will weigh heavily on the 
fate of UNH interests. 
Lee Jones, Information 
Director for the New Hampshire 
House of Representatives, says 
the bill has yet to be ip.troduced 
in the house, and no · hearings 
have been scheduled on the bill. 
The house is on a two week 
vacation following a hectic 
budget session and will take up 
the issue when it reconvenes in 
March. 
In interviews with The New 
Hampshire,· Speakerof the House 
Douglas Scaml!1an (R-Stratham) 
and House Democratic Minor-
ity Leader Mary Chambers (D-
Etna) helped define the shape of 
the debate which will take place 
when the bill comes up. 
Speaker Scamman, stress-
ing that no public hearings have 
yet been held, said he would not 
develop a concrete position until 
he had listened to the public's 
input. He did say, however, that 
with the $100 million bonding 
requested by the PDC, it is 
"approprjate to strengthen the 
state position". in planning for 
the base. · 
Scamman says that while 
the base redevelopment is still 
'in the planning stage, the local 
community should have some 
input~ and a "compromise 
position" will probably be 
reached. After the planning stage 
is concluded, Scamman thinks 
"the authority (now the PDC) 
should be solely appointed by 
the governor. There is a great 
opportunity for commerce there, 
and Bechtel Corp. (the 
engineering firm hired to advise 
the PDC) should be free to 
consider all avenues." 
House Minority. Leader 
Mary Chambers, also cited the 
busy budget sessions just 
concludedasareasonforhaving 
no concrete position on the bill. 
When pressed, she did say that 
she "will look to feelings of the 
local representatives, and their 
advice will guide" the minority 
stance. 
This weekend, an informal 
poll of seven seacoast legislators 
resulted in unanimous and 
vehement opposition to the bill 
as it now stands. One legislator, 
Rep. Michael Weddle, D-
Portsmouth., even vowed to 
amend the bill to restore local 
representation on the POC to its 
original level. 
Seacoast legislators are not 
alone in their opposition to the 
bill. Portsmouth Mayor Eileen 
Foley, whose city has already 
contributed $100,000 to planning 
for the base, was particularly 
miffed at the senate's so-called 
power grab. 
''This isn't fair," she said. 
"We worked for months on the 
proposal. It took seven drafts 
before all parties were satisfied. 
Everyone said it was wonderful: 
both cities, the governor, the 
commission. Not one person 
argued against our proposal in 
the senate hearings." 
Since the final draft was 
presented, Senate President Bill 
Bartlett • changed the bill in 
executive session. "Nowwehave 
absolutely no say except one 
Portsmouth businessman," 
Foley said. 
The bill would exclude 
public officials from 
representing 'the city on the 
restructured panel. "Where is the 
interest of the people?" Foley 
demanded. 
Equally bitter about the 
proposal is Margaret Lamson, 
chairwoman of the Newington 
Board of Selectmen. According 
to Lamson, the legislature has 
never "seized half an entire town 
and given the townspeople only 
token representation on the . 
governing authority." 
Senator Ed ward Dupont, R-
Rochester, defended the bill in 
session last week, saying it was 
an opportunity for the whole 
state, not just for the seacoast. 
1'The seacoast area isn't 
going to be a pleasant place to 
be," Dupont says, '1if we don't 
get some good economic 
news ... the local communities 
will admit that they can't do it 
without the state." On the issue 
of excluding !ocal public officials, 
he says the commission "should 
not be made up of political 
divisions of elected officials." It 
should consist of people 
committed to the successful 
redevelopment of the base, not 
people committed to "seeing that 
nothing happens," he said. 
Mayor Foley maintains her 
position however, stressing that 
the state shouldn't dictate what 
happens in almost 20% of a city's 
territory without "significantly 
more than token representation." 
Portsmouth is interested in 
"what can give us a tax return, 
and jobs," she says. She wants to 
attract commercial industry 
including aviation which would 
bring first class retrofitting and 
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GENERAL 
BABYSITTING SERVICE: Looking for a 
babysitter? Interested in babysitting? List your 
name if you' re a potential babysitter or if you' re 
a parent in search of a responsible sitter for your 
child with the Commuter Transfer Center, Rm. 
136 in the MUB. 
THE COMMUTER CONNECTION: 
Going to Florida? Going to Portsmouth? Need 
or offering a ride? Check the Rideboard, 
Commuter /Transfer Center, Rm. 136 in the 
MUB - for traveling in NH or to Alaska. 
PHISH CONCERT: To benefit the UNH 
Earth Day Coalition. Wednesday, March 7, 
Granite State Room, MUB. Doors open at 7:45 
p.m. Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office 
beginning February 20 for $7 or $8 at the door. 
"ON THE MOVE?": Sponsored by 
Commuter /Transfer Center. Housing 
Workshops, information on how to go about 
finding a place. A discussion about leases, 
tenant rights, and prioritizing your needs. A 
landlord and a lawyer will speak and answer 
questions. February 20-22. Main lounges of 
Stoke, Hubbard, Devine. 7-8:30 p.m. 
PEACECOPRSINFORMATIONTABLE: 
Recruiter will be available to provide 
information and answer questions. Wednesday, 
February 21, Lobby, Kingsbury Hall, 10 a.m. -1 
p.m. 
ECUMENICAL ASH WEDNESDAY 
SERVICE: An Ecumenical Service of Ashes will 
be celebrated by UNH Chaplains. Wednesday, 
February 28, Strafford Room, MUB, 12:10-1 p.m. 
GATHERING FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES 
STUDENTS: Gathering for February 22, March 
29, and April 26. Please join us for conversation 
and refreshments. Thursday, · February 22, 
March 29, & April 26, Room 304 A Dimond 
Library, Women's Studies Office (Take elevator 
to top floor then first three lefts). 12:30-2 p.m. 
TECHNICAL JOB FAIR: Jn honor of 
National Engineers Week, sponsored by Society 
of Women Engineers. For everyone in the 
College of Engi~eering and Physical Sciences. 
Bring your resume and start planning for your 
future. Saturday, February 24, Granite State 
Room, MUB, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
HEALTH 
WOMEN'S HEAL TH: Tuesday, February 
20, McLaughlin Hall, 7 p.m. 
WOMEN & SELF-ESTEEM: Wednesday, 
February 21, McLaughlin Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
ADDICTION PANEL: Wednesday, 
February 21, Alexander Hall, 7 p.m. 
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HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: 
Anonymous and confidential; available at the 
Office of Health Education & Promotion. Mon. 
. 9-3; Tues. 9-12. Call x3823 for an appointment. 
HEALTH SERVICE MEETINGS: 
Alcoholics Anonymous are held Monday thru 
Friday, 12-1 p.m., HealthServiceCenter,Room 
201A. Sessions open only to those with a desire 
to stop drinking. 
BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP: For 
women and men. Every Thursday, Resource 
Room #249, Health Services, 4-5 p.m. 
ACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: 
Every Friday, Rooin 201A, Conference Room, 
Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 
"ON-LINE": Gay /Lesbian/Bisexual 
Hotline, 8.62-3922. Sunday-Thursday 5-10 p.m. 
(Tuesday 6-10 p.m.) 
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Tuesdays, 
Conference Room 201A, Health Service Center 
8-9 p.m. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: 
Wednesday, Conference Room 201A, Health 
Service Center, 8-9 p.m. 
COFFEE HOUSE FOR GAYS, LESBIANS, 
& BISEXUALS: Sundays, Conference Room 
201A, Health Service Center, 4-7 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE 
HOMELESS MEETING: Interested in helping 
NH' s homeless and making great friends? Then 
we're the organization for you. Join us in our 
fundraising efforts and volunteer work at local 
shelters. Tuesday, Notch Room, MUB, 7:30 
p.m. 
TRAINING MEETING FOR SAFE RIDES 
VOLUNTEERS: Tuesday, February 20, 
Hillsborough Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
MEDIEVAL RECREA TJON CLUB: 
Calligraphy workshop - all are welcome; come 
and have fun. Wednesday, February 2t Room 
309, Murkland, 6-9 p.m. 
PRE-MEDICAL/PRE-DENT AL CLUB 
MEETING: Inform~tion on Air Force 
Scholarships for medical students: presentation . 
anddiscussion. Wednesday,February21,Room · 
013, Dimond Library, Floor B, 7-9 p.m. 
ASSOCIA TIONFOR WOMEN IN 
SCIENCE BROWN BAG LUNCH: Please join 
us for organizational meeting. Thursday, 
February 22, 4th Floor, Conference Room, EOS, 
12noo~ · 
repair jobs. 
"Lots of people from . the 
service do this kind of thing," says 
Foley, "and they'd like to stay in 
the area if they had a decent job." 
When asked how she plans to fight 
the . senate proposal, Foley re-
sponded, "Grassroots! Once they 
take away local control, every-
one in the state will have to 
wonder if the state will do it to 
them next." 
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DEAD PET'S SOCIETY 
By Terri Danisevich 
The woman talking to my mother on the phone was hysterical.. Her husband had been digging 
behind that old green and white, Sears-best aluminium shed my dad had installed 17 years ago behind 
our old house in Brentwood, Long Island. "We've come across a body," the woman gasped. "Did you 
know of anything buried back there? It looks like a baby skeleton." 
My mom laughed in her face. That was no baby. It was our old pet bunny rabbit. 
Back when I was a little kid, my mom picked up a baby rabbit at the local Pathmark one 
beautiful spring day. We named the little rodent Sunny. My brother Tom didn't believe she was real. 
After all, when mom gave her to us, Sunny was just sitting there, scared and frozen in mom's handbag. 
Sunny was so small. ''Turn it over," Tom said, ''There has to be a wind-up knob." But there wasn't any. 
Sunny was real and a real fun part of our life for a few years. Funny Sunny Bunny had the run of the 
house. She knew she had to use the bathroom in the downstairs' playroom, ~nd she would join my 
brother and I for romps in the backyard all year round. (In the winter we'd build her snow tunnels.) And 
when we went away for the day, we'd let her loose to play in garage. Unfortunately, one Saturday 
afternoon, when she was five years old, Sunny Bunny got a little hungry while we were gone and ate 
some plaster board from the wall. That afternoon w~ arrived home from a happy family outing on our 
boat. I ran in the garage to find Sunny. Funny Sunny Bunny! She was sleeping on her side under a rug! 
"Mom!" I yelled, "Check out Sunny- She is .so funny." Ooops. Mom was crying. "What's the matter 
mom?" 
We buried Sunny between the hedge and the shed. 
Pets are fun, but let's face it. They usually die sooner than later. The only pet I can remember 
dying way later was my grandparents' dog, Sammy. She didn't get buried under a rock in their 
backyard until she was almost 20 years old! 
Speed ymegreedey and Oscar were two rea}!y cute garter snakes my brother: kept in a terrarium 
in his room for quite a few years. I can't remember what happened to them when they died, but I do 
remember what happened to their kids. (I think Oscar was the female, but we didn't know either one 
· of them wasn't a little boy until the babies arrived.) Yes, baby snakes that is. Overnight they arrived, 
and overnight they left ... through the little holes in the· top of the cage. My dad arrived home late that . 
night and thought he was dreaming. Millions of little worm-like garter snakes were scurrying along the 
green carpet in the hallway-. When my dad tried to catch some of them they took off, down the heating 
vent, down the sink, under rugs. I think he only captured one of them. It died a few days later so we 
flushed it down the toilet. The ot~er ones just sort of evaporated. We never found a trace of them. 
I still have my first pony, Diab lo. He's been with us since he was five and I was seven. I hope 
he sticks around for a while more. I think he will; he could still pass as a crazy youngster. Candy (she 
came with that goofy name) was another old horse we owned for quite some time. A family friend had 
· asked to take the mare when we decided to retire her. It was hard for my mother who was really attached 
to the horse, but she resigned herself to the fact that Candy would be much happier living in a huge field, 
eating grass for the rest of her life. After she left our mini-farm, mom wanted to visit her, but never had 
time. It wasn't until a year later that my parents went up to the farm to see the old mare. Mom was all 
excited to say "Hi!" and give her old friend a carrot. 
As soon as she got out of the car, Morri. headed for the field. "Where's Candy?" she asked. Oh 
gee. Just a small problem. About two months earlier Candy had been put to sleep. After they buried 
her, the woman had called to tell my mother, but she got cold feet and figured she'd tell her some other 
time. Then she forgot about it. 
Then there was Charlie Brown and Lucy, the two hamsters that basically chowed each other 
to death one evening. Lucy was only 10 percent visible when we peeked in the cage in the morning, and 
Charlie Brown was bigger, but pretty dead. That was really bogus. 
Creosote was the first cat we ever owned. He was black (like the creosote in a chimney, get it?) 
and really cute. One day he and I were in the kitchen playing with a rubber ball. At one point it bounced 
and hit him on the head. "Gee, I wonder if Creo is fe~ling OK," I thought. His reflexes were n~ver slow. 
That afternoon I debated letting him out for an evening stroll. I did. He never came back. But about a 
-year later we got another black kitten who looked and acted exactly the same. So we just named it 
Creosote. I mean it's basically the same cat. Except that it's a girl. 
Terri Danisevich, News Editor and bon vivant, is often mistaken for teen pop vendor Debbie Gibson, but 
others merely see in her that certain je ne sais quoi that we here at The New Hampshire like to call "Electric Youth." 
She would also like to point out that Marc Mamigonian came up with the title, and that he has always been an 
inspiration to her, in addition to having a fine command of the English language, thank you. 
HAALAND , continued from page 1 
Chairman and vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Throughout his time spent at 
the University of New Hampshire, 
Haaland has formed many strong 
ties with his colleges and peers. 
When asked · what aspect of the 
University he will miss the most, 
it is these relationships on which 
Haaland reflects. 
"It will be the people I've 
gotten to know over the years," 
Haaland said. ''They will top my 
list." 
Dan DiBiasio has been 
Haaland' s administrative assistant 
throughout most of his term. He 
describes Haaland as "a great 
president on issues that affected 
the university. He was a profes-
sor, department head, dean (at the 
UniversityofMaine,Orono), vice-
president and President. It is very 
rare to have a chief executive offi-
certhat has spent time on so many 
rungsoftheacademicladder. Part 
of what he brought to the role was 
an understanding based on hav-
ing done all of those things," said 
DiBiasio. 
Eugene Savage, Vice 
Chancellor of University System 
Relations has known President 
Haaland for over twenty years and 
believes he has been a major force 
within the university for many 
SPIKE LEE, continued from page 1 
cam puses. It is really a shame that 
it lacks diversity. His (Lee's) 
experience is so much different 
than ours. What he does in his 
film, 'Do The Right Thing,' should 
be seen by the students." 
MUSO' s recent showings of 
"Do The Right Thing" gave the 
group an idea of the amount of 
interest in hearing Lee speak on 
Campus. Two of the three 
screenings . of the. film sold out, 
Hansen said. She explained that 
before the film was shown MUSO 
asked for a show of hands if 
people would be interested and 
"everyone raised their hands." 
According to MUSO' s arts 
and lecturer coordinator Susan 
Tiemeyer, "MUSO decided at the 
-beginning of the semester that we 
wanted to add something to 
Diversity Month." Once MUSO 
found out .that Lee was available 
as a speaker they decided they 
would try to book him. 
Tiemeyer said that she was . 
· initially afraid that the Student 
Activities Fee Council (SAFC) 
would not accept the proposal 
because some of the council 
members may not be familiar with 
his work. _SAFC passed the 
proposal unanimously. 
This is a chance for the 
University to have a speaker who. 
is well known, and is currently 
working on things that are · 
creating a lot of interest and 
controversy, said Tiemeyer. 
Only 600 ticke!s will be 
avai'lable for the "Raps·Session" 
because the Granite State room in 
the MUB was the only ·available 
space. 
"A lot of people are going to 
be really angry that they can't get 
tickets ... maybe the administration 
will see that a school this size 
needs a bigger auditorium," 
Tiemeyer said, referring to the 
. Johnson Theater which only seats 
720 people. The theater was 
already booked for Sunday night. 
Lee's recent appearance at 
the University of Vermont sold 
out to a crowd 2,000. Nearly 500 
years. 
''There isn't a person who 
has been more effective in 
interfacing with the legislature," 
Savage said. "He's a real pro." 
Alan Prince, Associate Vice 
President of Finance, has worked 
with Haaland for about twelve 
years and believes Haaland will 
have a lot to gain through his 
Presidency at Gettysburg College. 
"With a small institution; you 
have a greater opportunity to 
have that direct contact with the 
students. I think it will be a nice 
step," Prince stated. 
Haaland holds a similar view 
of his future, and contrasts 
Gettys~urg College with the 
University of New Hampshire as 
an institution "you can get your _ 
arms around more." 
Over the course of his 
presidency, Haaland has 
others were turned away. 
"I think Black History Month 
should take precedence over 
volleyball," said Tiemeyer, 
referring to the unwillingness of 
the sports department to put a 
scheduled Volleyball Tournament 
in Hampshire Hall so that the event 
could be held at the Field House. 
Joel Beaupre, a UNH student, 
said he had not seen "Do The Right 
Thing," but would like to see Lee 
in person. He added that "Siskel 
and Ebert said it was the best movie 
of 1989, but it was not nominated 
(for an · Oscar). which says 
something about the academy." 
Beaupre said he would like to ask 
Lee about his thoughts on Nelson 
Mandela being released as.well as 
the medium of film together with 
politics. 
"I guess I'm a little curious 
about why he had such an unusual 
topic for 'She's Gotta Have It,' then 
jumped to a sodally involved 
movie," said pre-vet major Laura 
Ennis. Ennis said she did not like 
"She's Gotta Have It," noting, "I 
don't feel that multiple sex 
partners is funny." Ennis did say 
of "Do The Right Thing," "I think 
it was so honest and it wasn't 
candy coated at all." 
Lee is most known for his 
third feature film, "Do The Right 
Thing," a social commentary yet 
very entertaining movie which 
highlights racial tensions in New · 
York on the hottest day of the year. 
The film was written, produced 
and directed by Lee who also co-
starred in it. · 
Lee first became widely 
known for his film "She's Gotta 
Have It," for which he was named 
Best New Director at the Cannes_ 
Filmfestivalin 1986. Lee also does 
Nike commercials with the -
Chicago Bulls' Michael Jordan. 
The "Rap Session" will begin 
at 7 p.m. in the Granite State Room 
of the MUB. Tickets will be on sale 
at the ticket office February 20th at 
10 a.m. Tickets are $5.00 for 
students and $10.00 for the general 
public. 
experienced both a sense of success 
as well as frustration. In light of 
the recent 7.5 percent recession, 
Haaland attributes many 
headaches to the financial traumas 
the state of New Hampshire has 
placed on its state institutions. 
"I won't miss the New 
Hampshire environment which 
says we can do everything 
cheaper," Haaland said. ''The 
legislature is proud of UNH but 
they just don't give us money." 
In terms of his success, 
Haaland said he focused most of 
his energy to help people 
understand all that the University 
has to offer. He believes he has 
conquered this goal. 
~In general, UNH is being 
recognized as a truly excellent 
place. I like to think I've played a 
small part in that," Haaland added. 
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American stereotype of 
Muslim huge misconception 
Islamic fundamentalism largely infiuenced by . culture 
By Joe Caron 
Cultural . stereotypes 
crumbled Thursday night at the 
UNH Alumni Center as Dr. 
Yvonne Haddad, professor of 
modern Middle Eastern History 
at the University of Massachusetts, 
gave - a lecture on Islamic 
Fundamentalism. 
· Dr. Haddad, a native of 
Jordan, said thatthe West's current 
"nightmarish" image of all 
Muslims as threats is ridiculous 
arid stems from our own 
misconceptions. "Saying all 
Muslims are terrorists is 
tantamountto saying all Christians 
are KKK members," she said. 
She cited many instances that 
show that 'America views Islamic 
fundamentalism as dangerous. 
U.S. foreign policy statements 
about Palestinians and Iranians 
demonstrate more than a healthy 
mistrust. Defense Department 
remarks in the wake of our 
bombing Libya are callously 
indifferent to innocent lifes taken, 
she said. 
Accordingto Dr. Haddad, our 
image of Muslims has progressed 
from "Lawrence of Arabia" in the 
60' s to the greedy oil sheik in the 
70' s to the global terrorist in the 
80' s. Now that the communist 
threat has left, will the u_s_ be 
looking for another enemy, she 
asked. 
The irony, according to 
Haddad, is that Islamic 
fundamentalism is largely due to . 
the influence of our culture. There -
is no word for 'fundamentalism' 
in Arabic. It is the appropriation 
of an American_idiom, she said. 
Since the 50' s, she claimed, 
the U.S. has attracted Middle 
Eastern students to our 
Universities. Now we have 
100,000 Muslim students each 
year. 
"The consciousness of · a 
Muslim is developed in the U.S.," 
Haddad said. She related the fact 
that almost all the Iranians who 
held Americans hostage in 1979 
were graduates of Berkeley. The 
American experience _is often 
what transforms the Muslims 
into the violent people we 
perceive them to be. 
Dr. Haddad continued to say 
that Islamic fundamentalist 
literature models the Christian 
missionary literature of the 1920' s 
and that many Muslims relate 
well to the "born again" 
preachers on television. 
Aside from cultural forces, 
Dr. Haddad explained that 
Islamic fundamentalism flows 
from our meddling in Middle 
Eastern affairs. U.S. support of 
Israel especially makes Muslims 
feel threatened, she said. Only 
after the Israeli invasion of Beirut, 
Lebanon in 1982 did Palestinians -
begin taking American hostages, 
Haddad said. 
The Muslim community is 
acting under a "wagon train 
•effect," claimed Haddad. They 
close tjlemselves into a tight-knit 
community to gain survival from 
all the dangers outside of their 
circle. 
Haddad quoted a sermon 
given recently in a Hartford 
mosque, where the speaker 
warned his followers that "it is 
open season on Muslims in the · 
world." 
Near the end of the lecture, 
UNH professor of Modern Middle 
Eastern History, John Voll, took 
the podium. He added, "Islamic 
fundamentalism is not a 
conservative effort to preserve the 
old. It's about radical methods for 
renewed survival." 
Dr. Haddad had earlier 
spoken of Muslim survival when 
she pointed out the subtle 
transformation of Islam to 
"islamism" -an ideology for social 
preservation. ''By 2015, there wiU 
be more Muslims in this country 
than Jews," Haddad said. 
A few disturbing 
contradictions arose which neither 
the audience nor the speaker could 
reconcile. Haddad said the 
Muslims ask why the U.S. so 
loudly praised the Afghans for 
fending off the Soviets, but not the 
Palestinians for defending 
them'selves against their 
aggressor? According to Haddad, 
the Muslims see the U.S. as · 
hypocritical, protecting 
democracy everywhere except in 
Israel. 
Following the speech, 
Haddad spoke informally 
answering different questions. 
When confronted · with the 
question of the million dollar 
bounty for Salman Rushdie, Dr. 
Haddad< asked if the V.S. had a 
righttocensortheliteratureitdoes. 
According to Haddad, the 
Muslims ask if the· U.S. censors 
anti-semitic and anti-black 
literature, why won't it afford the 
Islamic world the same courtesy? 
aving a hard time concentrating ori homework? The game-room is always open for a concentrated gam 
- f billiards. (Mike Pamham, photo) 
FREE. SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR · STUDENTSWHO NEED 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
• Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of 
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
• . We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, 
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private 
sector funding. 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic 
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence. 
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper car-
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . .. etc. 
• Results GUARANTEED. 
CALL 
ANYTIME 
For A Free Brochure 
( 800) 346-6401 -•] ti 
r-------------------, 
~' C&J TRAILWAYS ~ I 
~~ . DURHAM DIRECT! · · ~/tJ I 
Non-Stop Bus Service To · · 
-Downtown Boston & Logan Airport-
EVERY FRIDAY!-
Departs 
. N.E. Center 1:10 p.m. · 2:10 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 
Downtown Bus Shelter 1:15 p.m. 2:15 p.m. 3:15 p.m. 
Arrives 
Downtown Boston 
Logan Airport 
2:45 p.m. 
2:55 p.m. 
3:45 p.m. 4:45 p.m. 
3:55 p.m. 4:55 p.m. 
Additional d<;partures available, consull operating schedule. 
, #/iii!ir &.Ji!iiTRAILWAYS 
L Call us for information! 742-5111 or 742-2990 .J -------------------
SPRING BREAK 
. u§R..~.~.~~.~ .. ~~:.~.~.~~.~~ ... :~.?.~E.~.~-
March 19-23, Daytime, 9~5 
LEARN~g 
BARTENDING 
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR. -
land a good summerJob 
·GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
MASTERBARTENDERSCHOOLITS 
EASY AND FUN. TEL. (603) 65-9 - 3718 
■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ DAY OR EVENING CLASSES ii EASY 
PAYMENT PLAN ■ CONVENIENT PARKING ■ Fl£XIBLE 
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE .a. JOB SEARCH 
GUIDANCE ■ 
CALL 
OR WRITE 
TODAY 
MASTER 
BARTENDER SCJIOOL ............ -......................................... . 
84 Main Street 
Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
Department of Theater and Dancl' and Department o.f Music (W' -~-. . 
1989- 90 SL'ason a · · . 
Present O O Q . ~1t:/ ~i 
o• /") • 0, . ' I ' I 
·DIE ' FLEDERMAUS 0 
. 
0 
:_) ~lo ;:_, . 
English n·rsion  .----=--.. 
February 27 at 7:00 l'.M. --~ 0 
February 28 at I 0: 10 ,U,t. and 7 :L)O l'.\t. 
March I at 7:00 l'.f-- t. 
March· 2 and 1 at. H:L)L) l'.\1. 
March 4 at 1:00 P.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative, Arts Center 
UNH, Durham, N.H. 
General admission: $7. :;o 
UNH students, employel's, alumn i, 
and seniors:-$6.00 · 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Pack,;gl'-
New England Center RL'»taur;int 
') 
' j 
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The Whittemore School is 
accepting ·1ntercollege Transfer 
Applications · between 
. February 19 and February 23rd 
Information and applications are available at the 
group meetings scheduled below: 
Son of Soul Train, .. 
• Tuesday, February 20 ·, 11 :30-12:00 noon (Mee 318) 
-+ Wednesday, February 21 , 9:00-9:30 a.m. (Mee 318) 
1-:30-2:00 p.m. (Mee 318) 
~ Thursday, February 22 _ , 1 :00-1 :30 p.m. (Mee 318) 
-+ Friday, February 23, 9:00-9:30 a.m. (MeC 318) 
2:00-2:30 p.m. (Mee 318) 
Thursdays, · 11 pm-2am 
Get Funked, Brothers and Sisters ... 
Ride the Train! 
.r:J 
Write for the 
J Arts & 
Entertainment 
~ Pages! 
; r 
;r~ 
Contact Laura 
in Rm 151 in 
.f.l the MUB ~ 
Any Bright 
Ideas 
Lately? 
How about 
writing for 
The New 
Hampshire? 
stop by rm. · 
151 in the MUB 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
::m:m:::m:::::mm:====~m.mmDlliil!==ml'HfflTE•F==m==============:::::::mmm: 
r:i;::;;;;;;=:~lilliillllii 
PORT CITY · 
BEAUTY SUPPLY iiiiiii5iiiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii 
1811 Woodbury Ave. 
(forme.rly DAMAR'f PLAZA) 
Portsmputh, NH 431-1808 
ll11l1l1~e.l1a~e.1lY.OU.EllO.rle.ms.t.~P.l~lS.t.Q~e.llf olmma.lllllrnrnl 
-1~lHHlY:O.UlTI1lllfflE~lllS.~r1~1HaIIGlllfifflEHp.l100luc.ts.1mm1 
Mon.-Thurs., Sat.: 9-6 
Fri.:'9-8 
::::::::~!::~==:==::=~:~::::::~::: 
If you care, take the time to listen. 
Are you looking for•a challenging, rewarding profession? 
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech 
. language and hearing disorders. ' 
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers 
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology 
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both 
progr~m~ are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Assoc1at1on. 
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in 
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include 
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions. 
Graduate assistantships and.other financial aid are available. _ 
Call(617)437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve 
College of Hum:an Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 
· Boston, MA 02H5: Because some people's problems are worth listening to. 
Dr. Robert Redden, Program Director and Chairman of the 
Department ofSpeech-L,anguage, Pathology and Audiology, will be 
available to meet with you to discuss the programs on March 22, 1989 in 
the Psychology Department, from 12:30pm to 1:30pm. Ms. Elaine 
Allard, Coordinator of Graduate Admissions will also be available to -
answer any questions you might have about other graduate -programs 
. offered by Boston-Bouve College. -
Boston-Bouve 
College 
~ I Northeastern 
U _ University 
An equal opportuniry;affirmativP 
action 1· nive rsit y. 
.1,' 
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First annua 
A-Thon raises 
..• 
1-
· $650 for charity 
By Donna Litalien 
Some 45 students and who attended. 
members of the Durham 
community ventured into 
College Woods Saturday 
morning to participate in the 
first annual Skiers. Ending 
Hunger Ski-A-Thon. 
Marilyn Baltz and Tom 
Hansen organized the event in 
coordination with the N.H. 
Outing Club. Skiers Ending 
Hunger, an internationally 
. recognized, non-profit, 
fundraising and educational 
organization committed to 
ending hunger by the year 2000, 
was also involved in the project. 
Baltz, who acted as overseer 
of the event, was excited about 
the day. "We had a good 
turnout," Baltz commented, 
"and we hope to make . this a 
continuing event." · 
The participants were 
provided with free rentals of 
skis, poles, and boots 
compliments of the Outing 
Club. Wildcatessen offered hot 
chocolate and cookies to those 
The five kilometer trail the 
skiers followed was designed by 
Peter Papadopoulos, coach of the 
Dover High School Cross Country 
SkiTeam. Therewasalsoa trail for 
the youngsters of the group. 
"Next year,lf Baltz said, "we 
would like to get more families 
involved." Through public 
announcer,nents and printed 
advertising, the people who 
received word and participated in 
the Ski-A-Thon raised $560.00 for 
its sponsor. 
Twenty-five· percent of the 
funds raised will directly help the 
food pantries at "My Friend's _ 
Place" in Dover and "Crossroads" 
in Portsmouth. Sixty-five percent 
will help "The International 
Alliance for Sustainable 
Agriculture (IASA)" in their · 
worldwide efforts. And ten 
percent will help "Save the 
Children". 
Baltz praised the help of the 
student volunteers. "They were 
consistently great in support." 
You finally made it!!• 
_ Happy 21st! 
love your roomie, 
Niki 
JOIN THE 
NEW 
HAMPSHIRE. 
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NEED TO GET 
A MESSAGE 
OUTTOTHE 
·.- .·.:.: 
1:: /= 
••• :/:/:,/: Hit•:: .·.·. 
:::::: -:·. :,:::::: 
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well, 
]M_ . 
New Hampshire 
is the best 
- UNH '1 
COMMUNITY 
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For 
advertising 
information: 
(603)862-1323 
Room llOB 
Memorial Union -
Building 
-.Jl 
H 
.·.· 
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Durham, NH 03824 
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You are invited to an Open House to 
explore career ·opportunities on Sunday, 
March 4, 1990 from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. in the 
Conrad Conference Center. 
II Hear about our Graduate Nurse 
Opportunities, our Nursing Summer 
Externship Program and our Nursing 
Scholarship Program. · 
IIExplore our benefit package. 
Ill Tour _our hospital. 
Refreshments will be served. 
For more information contact: Personnel 
Services. 
Concord Hospital 
250 Pleasant St.Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 225-2711, ext. 3700 
::::: 
<> 
:-:- ::::::::.:. 
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·> 
::: 
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GET INVOLVED! 
Safe Rides 
Training Session 
TONIGHT 
Tuesday, Feb. 20th 
at 7:00 pm 
Hillsborough Rm. MUB 
· Everyone Welcome! 
University of Wisconsin 
PlatteviUe . 
See Castles in the Air 
And learn your way around the world 
,/If you have built castles in the air, now put the 
foundations under them." Henry David Thoreau 
Study in London.for $4325 per semester. Includes air fare, 
resident tuition, field trips, home stay with meals. 
Study in Seville, Spain, for $3625 per semester. Includes resident 
tuition, field trips, home stay with meals. No foreign language 
proficiency required. 
Summer program also available in London. 
For further information, write or call: 
Institute for Study Abroad Programs 
308 Warner Hall 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville . 
1 University Plaza 
Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099 
608-342-1726 
> l;StudentAwari) · < · 
----~ N oniinations 
This is your opportunity to recognize outstanding students at the 
University of New Hampshire. Additional forms are available in 
the Student Development Office, Huddleston Hall and the Student 
Senate Office, Memorial Union Building. 
Class of 1899 Prize: . "to that senior with the highest 
ideals of good citizenship." (includes $100.00) 
Dean Williamson Award: "to that seniorwho has 
been outstanding and well rounded in extracurricular 
activities, scholarship, athletics and loyalty to the University: 
Stephen_ D. Decesare Scholarship: "to that 
junior or senior presenting a demonstrated involvement in 
service to others, leadership, scholarship, arid athletics." (2 
awa(ds of $500.00) 
Erskine Mason Award: "to that senior who is 
distinguished for most consistant progress and achievement." 
(Honors award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00) 
Helen Duncan Jones Award: "to the sophomore 
woman showing the greatest promise of outstanding American 
citizenship, leadership, and scholarship." The student should be 
earning all or part of her way through school. (Honors award. 
Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00) 
Parents Association Scholarship: ·"to that 
sophomore or juniordemonstrating high academic achievement, 
involvement in and contribution to the University community, 
activity in community service, ·and the over-all ideal of a 
well-rounded student." (Scholarship is $1000.00 per student)-
.t~ Gov. Wesley Po~~II Sc._b,olarship: "to that 
undergraduate student having ar:1· expressed interest in public 
service as demonstrated through a course of study, quality of 
scholarship, and · extracurricular activities both on and off 
campus." Student must_ have financial aid application on file for 
· current year. (Scholarship is $1'000.00) 
Student Senate Awards 
Jere A. Chase Service Award: "to honor the 
· graduating senior who has displayed outstanding student 
service to the University.II 
The Hood Achievement Prize: "to honor the senior 
man who has shown.the greatest potential through character, 
scholarship, leadership, and usefulness." 
The University Women's Award: "to honor the 
senior women who have shown the greatest potential through 
scholarship, self help, leadership, and loyalty." 
·----------------------------------------· Nominee's Name: 
Address: ___________ _ 
SSN: ____ __,C__.11m GPA (if known) ___ _ 
Class Soph _Jr_ ~ 
Submitted by: 
Address/Telephone: 
Qualifications of Nominee: - Please provide detailed 
information on a separate sheet. 
Notf~: If student is being nominated for more than one 
award, a seperate form must be filled out for each 
award. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·----------------------------------------· Nomination Deadline: March 28, 1990 
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$30,000 BEFORE YOU GRADUATE .. 
If you ~ould like to earn up to $30,000 before yqu graduate, and you're a top eng•ineering, chemistry, science or math 
major in at least your junior year, the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Program could be for you. · 
._ You must be able to meet these requirements: · 111b. 
~ •united States citizen. , ~ 
•At least a junior, majoring in engineering, math, physics or chemistry in a 
4-year college or university. 
•Minimum 3.0 GPA. 
• Have completed one year of calculus and calculus-based-physics. 
eNo more than 26 1/2 years old at time of commissioning. · 
• Meet Navy's physical standards. 
Entry standards are tough and positions are limited. Check it ·out today. 
.. JOIN THE NAVY FOR A PIZZA PARTY AND INFORMATION SESSION · 
· and find out more about your options in today's NAVY. 
WHERE: ELLIOT ALUMNI CENTER 
. WHEN: THURSDAY, FEB. 22ND, 11AM-3PM. 
CALL (617) 451-4511 for more information. 
~ NA VY OFFICER You are tomorrow. .,_ . You are the Navy. ~ 
Announcing an offer 
designed to save money 
for people who are, 
well, a bit long-winded 
when it comes to, 
you know, talking on 
the phone,and who, 
· .QUite understandablY, · 
don't want to have 
to wait till after 11 pm 
to get a deal on • 
·. long distance prices. 
If you spend~, ·lot of time on thl' phone, the ATFTReach Out® America Plan could save you a lot on your 
long dist~ll1CL' hill. Ami you don't ltt\'L' to st:ty up bte to do it. Starting at 5 pm, the AT[,T Reach Out® America 
Plan tikes ~lll jcklftion~il 2S% off our ~tlrc~idy rcducn.l c\·cning prices. 
1<) find out more. ctll us at'l 800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093. 
And don·t worry m:'11 keep it brief 
Obcoum applies to Otll•of sf;tle call, dir,·c1 di:tbl, 111 pm. ~und:11· Frid:11· 
This , L·tTiL'e ma1· nn1 lw a1·:1il:thlc:- in :ti\ r,·,idl'lltt' 11.1II , 
--- AT&T 
The right choice. -
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NEWMARKET STORAGE ·• 
"Store Your Stuff With Us" 
Mini-Bins, outside and inside 
. vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE a AVAILABLE 
· 133 Exeter Rd. ~ 
Newmarket, NH 
(603) 659-7959 
RENOVATION 
SALE! 
Save money now 
so you can spend 
it when we get o 
new stuff. 
MACRO POLO 89 MARKET ST. 
WHOLLY MACRO 33 CERES ST . 
MACRO WORLD 93 MARKET ST. 
PORTSMOUTH 
.ESSAYS&. 
REPORTS 
19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
rder Catalog Today with Visa/M C or COD 
· -.- 800-351 ~0222 
• in Cali f. 1213) 477-6226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports 
11322 ldahoAve. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels 
Pregnant? 
Need Help? 
- Seacoast 
Crisis Pregnan~y Center 
, FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL 
• pregnancy testtns 
• coumdlng &. Information 
• pnictlcal euppon We Care! 
. HOfLINE 749-4441 
90 Washington Street . 
Suite .306 B. Dover, NH 
Write 
a. 
Letter 
to the 
Editor 
'll 
Submissions 
must be typed 
and include 
name and 
phone 
number. 
~ 
~ 1µ 
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(Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising 
Office,Rm.110B, MUB, it's that EASY!) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ••......................................................................................................................................................................... 
■ • ■ ■ •• ■ ■ ■ ■ • • ••• .-.... -.w■■ ••a■■■■■■■■••••••• ... ••••■■■■■■■■■■■■■■• ■•••■••••■■■•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•••·••••■■■■■ • ■■■■■■■■■■■••••·••••■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■·•■-■--•■■■■■■■■■■ • ■■■■■■■ ••••·■■ I 
•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•r•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:• 
STUDENT SENATE . 
PAGE 
• . 
Bills on the floor Sunday, February 18, 199_0 Action 
Student Senate Bill XI-77:Budget Approval for The Granite . Passed 
Student Senate Bill XI-78:Budget Approval for MUSO Passed , 
~tudent Senate Bill XI-79:Budget Approval for The New Hampshire Tabled 
Student Senate Bill XI-74:Ratification of Senate Constitution Passed with Amendments 
The Student Senate has updated its Constitution and By-Laws. This document governs 
how the Student Senate -operates. If you are interested in knowing more about these 
changes, stop by the Student Senate Office, room 130 in the MUB, or call 862-1494 
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Order your college ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A ' S C O L L E G E R I N G ™. 
Date: Tues. 2/20 -Tues. 2/27 Time: 12:00 - 4:00 Deposit Required: $40.00 
Piace: Town and Campus. 64 Main St.. Durham 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See.our complete ring selection 
-Plans-
CICJ~ 
§]ii] 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • -· / 
BE YOUR.OWNBOSS! 
~ 
Distributorships, Dealerships, 
~ Money making opportunities, Franchises, ·& Mail order . 
Details, send $2.00 to: 
NATIONAL MARKETING COMP ANY, 
BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA. 02130 
Clip & Save 
C&J TRAILWAYS 
\SH~ct\\lt: NEW BUS SCHEDULE 1:·1ii•u . 
l)'l.-\~-~)l) DURHAM 02-1,..,. -~~/l' 
LOGAN AIRPORT- DOWNTOWN HOSTO>J 
N.E. CENTER & DOWNTOWN BUS SHEL TEH 
Southbound 
LV-NEC LV-DOWNTOWN AR-LOG :\H-BOS 
6:10 
8:10 
11:10 
1:10 
3:10 
· 5:1() 
7:20 
9:20CD 
Northbound 
LV-BOS 
8:50 
10:50 
12:20 
1:50 
2:50 
3:55 ..t 
4:55 -
6:00 
· 7:00 
8:20 
9:50 
11:20<:D 
6:15 
8:15 
11:15 
1:15 
3:15 
5:15 
7:25 
9:25CD 
Bold Type = PM Departures 
CD Operates Fri. & Sun. Only 
Call us for information~ 
(603) 742-5111, 742-2990 · 
8:05 8:J() 
10:00 10:~s 
1:00 1:25 
3:00 3:35 
5:00 5:40 · 
7:00 7:30 
9:10 9:30 
ll:30CD 11:}5 I 
LV-LOG 
9:00 
11:00 
AR-DURHAM 
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12:30 
2:00 
3:00 
4:10 
5:10 
6:10 
7:10 -
8:30 
10:00 
11:30<:D 
12:55 
2:30 
4:00 
5:00 
6:10 
7:10 
8:10 
· 9:10 
10:30 
12:00 
1:3() I 
C&J TRAILWAYS 
Bus Stops at: 
1. N.E. Center 
2. Downtown Durham 
Bus Shelter 
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM DRIVER& YOUNGS RESTAUR\'.'JT 
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A boy dies; his guilty parents go free 
On 1984, a 15-month-old baby boy died, racked 
by high fever and vomiting, in California because his 
· parents neglected to get medical treatment for him. Those 
. parents are now free citizens. They never served prison 
time. How did this travesty of justice happen? 
The Glasers' baby boy, Seth, came down with a 
high fever on March 27, 1984. He was delirious as well. The 
following day, his parents took him to the home of a 
Christian Science healer. The boy showed occasional bursts 
of recovery, in between prolonged perio~s of high fever, 
discoloration, and vomiting. Because of these brief flashes 
of hope, the family didn't think the boy's con<;iition was 
serious enough to warrant medical attention. They thought 
their prayers were doing the job: 
the religion of the ancient Greeks and laugh. They knew so 
little about medicine! They thought that some diseases 
were the work of the gods! Our medical technology has 
increased a thousandfold since then, and we know how to 
cure all but the toughest diseases. Yet over two thousand 
years later, there are some people who still believe in 
divine causes for illness. Worse yet, there are some who 
believe in divine cures. It's fine if these people want to try 
to cure themselves through prayer; it's their right to do 
with thei.r lives whatthey please. And it's great when these 
people pray for friends or relatives who are receiving 
proper medical attention. But when they endanger or end 
others' lives because of their foolish beliefs, they must' be 
punished. 
The parents tried to heal their son through prayer. 
In the name of God, they let their child, die. · 
Elliot Glaser and his wife, Lisa, . are Christian 
Scientists. They are part of a sect that has fought to give 
itself a key exemption from California law. State law says 
.that parents must provide basic necessities for their kids, 
induding food, clothing, and medical care. However, fol-
lowers of this religion rnanaged, in 1976, to push a law 
through the State House that exempted parents who treat 
An hour and a half after they entered the healer's 
home, the Glasers watched their boy die of acute bacterial 
menengitis. 
children solely through prayer. · 
They were charged with involuntary manslaugh-
ter and child endangerment after the California Supreme 
Court ruled that the· 1976 exemption only covered the 
felony charge of failure to provide basic necessities. But 
last Friday, after years of deliberation, the Glasers escaped 
If Seth Glaser had been brought to a hospital and 
treated with modern equipment, he'd be alive today. In-
stead, his parents put their faith in antiquated practices 
and hqped that a healing God would take care of every-
thing. 
The law forces people to take adequate medical 
care for their ailing offspring, unless, of course, the parents 
have God working hard on their side. In that situation, it's 
fine to just let the kid suffer, on the outside chance that the 
skies will part, the ground will shake, and the kid will be 
miraculously cured. What is this law doing on the books? 
. any sort of punishment when the judge handling the case 
ruled that there was insufficient evidence to convict them. 
Someone up 'above was smiling on them about six years 
too late. 
Today, Seth is dead and the Glasers are free. Two 
grave injustices stand bald for the world to see. 
You can't bu-rn 
everything 
To The Editor: 
Regarding the New 
Hampshire article of Feb. 2 on the 
Lamprey River Solid Waste Incin-
erator, I was glad to see some fac-
tual information on the stacks we 
all live with. The article was basi-
cally constructed from an inter-
view with Plant Superintendant 
William St. Laurent who brought 
up an interesting point: some 
things ought not to be incinerated. 
His examples weretelevisionsand 
batteries, but I would include 
many more plastics as well. Trash 
burning can produce a huge array 
of toxins such as chlorinated ben-
zines, PCB' s and various_ dioxins · 
and furins, some of the most poi-
sonous compounds ever created, 
but which have been found irt the 
emissions of every trash incinera-
. tor ever studied. They result from 
burningplasticand paper. Heavy 
metals like lead, ca_dmium and 
mercury pass through incinera-
. tors virtually unchanged and may 
be widely dispersed through the 
air. Most of these toxins are bioac-
cumulative; they stay in your sys-
tem a long time, building up with 
continued exposure. This is true 
for other animals as well, concen-
trating larger doses higher up the 
food chain. Research done by Dr. 
Paul Connett of St. Lawrence Uni-
versity suggests that one quart of 
cow's milk can contain a dose of 
dioxin equivalent to breathing the 
air where the cow grazed for eight 
months~ 
High-tech combustion 
controls don't create any · free 
lunches; the noxious products ei-
ther waft over cam pus or are 
trucked to Rochester as toxic ash. 
Incinerators don't replace landfills, 
they just fill them up more slowly 
with more poisonous waste. 
~ St. Laurent's solution for 
keeping TV's out of the incinera-
tor is to have them sorted out of 
the trash by people who throw 
We citizens of the twentieth century look back at 
.them away/ source separation. 
Separating out our cans and bottles 
at home is the same thing. They 
don't bum, but can be recycled. 
Pitifully few plastics can be re-
cycled, but those that can mean 
that many less nonrenewable re-
sources turned into poisonous ash. 
Through the 80s Durham trash-
to-ash plant has served its pur-
poseofbuyingtimewhile we begin 
to squarely face the issue of what 
to do with the increasingly haz-
ardous byproducts of civilization . . 
Source separation and aggressive 
recycling can buy us more time, 
but in the end we have to face the 
issue of what kind of tras~ we 
make. Are the benefits of plastic 
products (especially packaging 
materials) worth the hazards and 
expenses of "disposing'' of them? 
Perhaps the cost of such products 
should reflect the cost of getting 
rid of them too. 
Incineration is definitely 
not the cleanest or safest option 
we have, nor is it he most efficient 
in terms of resource use and reuse. 
As our neighborhood incinerator 
ages we should be thinking of 
better ways to manage our solid 
waste. 
Brian McMaster 
Snow v-ball 
was a big hit 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of Phi Kappa 
Sigma, I would like to thank those 
. responsible for making this years 
snow volleyball tournament at 
Winter Carnival a success. A 
special thanks goes out to Ted 
Gumbilas and Charles Pierce, the 
main organizers of the event. 
We would like to thank 
l:AE and l:<I> E for the use of their 
volleyball nets and poles, and I 
certainly hope we can work to-
gether in the future. 
I would like to thank all 
of the 16 teams who participated 
in the five hour tournament, espe-
dally the ''T-square posse" who 
beat ''The #1 team" in the finals. 
Other Greeks also participating in 
the event, Lambda Chi and ll.Z, I 
also .hope had fun despite early 
losses. 
A great time was had by 
all, and I hope this will be a tradi-
tion that will continue for years to 
come. If anyone has any spare 
pictures of the tournament they 
would ·be willing to donate, we at 
Phi Kappa Sigma would appreci-
ate it. Please sent them to Phil- · 
brook Box 3898 campus. 
John Miyares 
Little Sis 
prejudices. 
Every individual that 
enters a fraternity or sorority is 
considered a liability, including 
rushees, pledges, and guests. We 
would be welcome to the frater-
nity whether we were considered 
Rhornates or guests. 
We continue with '?}F pro- _ 
gram because we enjoy doing our 
philanthropicand social activities. 
We have regular fundraisers to 
benefit selected organizations, we 
participate as a whole in the blood 
drive, we assist our brothers with 
their annual leukemia ruri, and we 
endorse the continuation of edu-
cation with a healthy blend of fun. 
The Rhomates exist as an 
because of our own reasons and 
expectations, not because we 
wished to be something, or some-
one, else. Alpha Gamma Rho is 
our family and a place that we 
consider home. We truly are-here 
in the capacity of a sister, respect-
ing and encouraging our brothers 
as brothers. We respect and coop-
erate with the Greek system, the 
University, and society, and hope 
that others continue to respect us. 
, Wewouldgladlyanswer 
• t • organization with its own leaders fillSCOnCep lOnS and goals,_as well as part of a fra-
any questioris that may exist. If 
you'd rather see for yourself what 
we represent then you' re welcome 
to visit. Alpha Gamma Rho is · 
located on Strafford A venue; the 
number being 868-9859. Give us 
the time before making an opin-
ion. · 
To the Editor: ternity, offering a different per-
spective from just a fraternity or Thank you, In response to the page 7, · 
February 6, 1990 article entitled, 
"Little Sisters Programs Phased 
out at UNH and Across Nation", 
We would like to clear 
up a few misconceptions. There is 
still a "little sister" program on the 
UNH cam pus. The Rho mates of 
Alpha Gamma Rho exist as a 
women's auxiliary of the foremen-
tioned fraternity. We are nation-
ally recognized, even though we 
are not considered "Greek" on this 
particular campus. There exist 
other "Little Sister" programs on 
campuses nationwide; we have 
met with "fellow sisters" before. 
We are concerned about 
the manner in which the quoted 
information was obtained. To the 
best of our knowledge we, the · 
Rhomates of Alpha Gamma Rho, 
are the only "Little Sister" . pro-
gram existing on this campus. We 
feel that the article was mislead-
ing and inappropriate because the 
individuals involved in the topic 
of discussion werenotinterviewed 
or even consult~d. 
As far as the information 
obtained from Mr. Sciola, well, all 
Greek members know how things 
can be distorted through word of 
mouth. Mr. Sciola can be opinion-
ated and come across with certain 
sorority. We chose this program Rhomates of Alpha Gamma 
Rho 
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Trapped in B-Lot 
Ot wa~ a pleasant" morning, considering classes 
didn't get called off because of the snow storm the 
preceding night. I was counting on that storm so I 
couldn't have top to my business economics 
homework. Oh well, such is life, I guess I'll be stuck 
in the dusters for a while trying to crank out the 
assignment. My class wasn't until 11:00 so I could 
afford to sleep in a couple of hours. I finally rolled out 
of bed about 9:00, hit the shower, got dressed and left 
for class. Being so late, I knew there might be a slight 
problem with parking. Although I possessed a General 
parking permit, it isn't all it's cracked up to be. 
Parking, even with a General permit, is a very.trying 
experience at UNH. Here at UNH, either you get 
there early or you must hunt for the ever elusive, 
endangered species known as the parking space. I got 
onto campus about 10:00, the lot behind Parsons was 
full, as one might expect anytime after 8:00, so it was 
onto B-Lot to find parking. Well, what I saw when I 
got to B-Lot was humorous, to say the very least. Cars 
and trucks were parked every which way. 
Without the seemingly simple guidance of 
the white parking lines, these alleged students -of 
higher education get all messed up. I guess common 
sense doesn't count when you're in college. Imagine 
if the main roads didn't have the line down the 
middle of them, it would be pure mayhem! 
Well anyway, back to·my story. So I pulled 
into B-Lot to search for the elusive, endangered 
parking space. I went down this row.'..dead end, 
backed up and went down the next row ... dead end. 
Was I ever going to find a parking space, I only had 
45 minutes before I had to be in class. Again, I backed 
up and went down the next row, thisonedidn't~()me 
to a dead end right away, but twisted and turned like 
a giant snake. After travelling for what seemed to be 
four or five miles (actually 400 or 500 yards), I did 
finally come to a dead end. Now I would have to back 
up that four or five miles to continue my search. So I 
began to back track, only to get about three miles into · 
.. 
my reverse trip when the avenue, in which I was 
travelling, suddenly ended. This new found "end of 
the line" was made up of several vehicles which 
seemed to have been beamed into that location while 
I wasn't looking. Now what was I going to do? _ 
My professor will never believe this. He'll 
say, "Why did you miss class, Ron?" And I'll reply, 
"Well sir, you see, ah, I was trapped in B-Lot." This 
could be trouble. 
Trouble it was, I kept on going back and _ 
forth to see if, by some miracle, a crack might show 
up in this wall of steel apd rubber. Much to my 
chagrin, one did not. So there I was, driving back and 
forth, trapped in B-Lot. 
I couldn't just leave the care anywhere, 
because, sure enough, the lot attendants would give 
me a ticket. Of course, they weren't around when all 
these idiots were hanging out their IQ' s as they 
parked. But if-you don't have the right permit or are 
not parked just so, they're there with a quick five 
dollar ticket for yotir cooperation. 
So time ticked on, I managed to miss my 
class. Not much of a loss, after all, it's only a business 
course, nothing too major. I was getting hungry, it 
was now after 12:00. The lunch crowd started to 
appear,hopefully an exit would soon open upso that 
I might escape the clutches of B-Lot. I sat there, 
driving back and forth every now and then, waiting 
for an opening, but none came. People passed, but no 
one held the key to my escape. I should have stayed 
home today,. I thought. I didn't need this kind of 
trouble, I have,more important things to do than to 
hang out in B-Lot all day long. Important things like 
sleep. 
It was getting late, the Armitrori digital/ 
analog watch said it was almost 3:00. Most of the 
classes would be out by three, I should be set free 
then. Slowly the people started to trickle into the.. 
parking lot and · slowly the l_ot started to empty. 
Hopefully, some of these students got a dose of 
Moving off-campus 
minding a place to live off-campus had not. -
been the trial I had expected. In fact, it was a much 
qui~ker and simpler process then I had imagined. 
Fall came and I had my furriiture in place, the carpet 
down, my first months check was in the mail and 
classes began. I thought the landlord was a real nice 
guy until the first real cold, fall evening and a brisk 
cold draft blew in from a small paned window 
_ upstairs. When we signed our lease at the beginning 
of the summer we had forgot to thoroughly check 
things out. In our haste we had missed seeing a 
broken window in the upstairs storage room. Our 
cool home was becoming an ice dome. We weren't -
too concerned when y,,e called the first time and our 
landlord was "busy," but the third and fourth tries 
we were really getting aggravated. _In November, we 
-finally decided to call the repairman ourselves and 
pay the bill out of our own pockets. We passed the 
bill on to the landlord and rec,eived no response. We 
sent our next rent check minus the repair costs, and 
it was funny how our very "busy'' landlord suddenly 
had hours -of free time to leave us threatening 
messages on our answering machine and notes on 
our door. The landlord/ tenant battle had begun. The 
second half of our lease period was spent combing 
through our lease agreements, shifting papers, and 
receivingthreatsofevictionanddepositwithholding. 
by Alex Weill 
We responded with threats of small claims action 
and there was a disastrous waste of time and effort. 
There had been so many things we had overlooked 
when we decided on a plac;e to live. If we had taken 
a little more time, maybe we would have known that 
this landlord had _previous disagreements with his 
tenants. So how does one get the inside information 
without having to suffer through painful mistakes? 
On February 20th, 21st, and 22nd in Stoke, 
Hubbard, and Divine Halls (respectively) the 
Commuter Transfer Center will host their annual 
housing workshops. The aim of these workshops is 
togiveinformation,help,advice,andideastostudents 
who are searching for off-campus housing for either 
the summer or this fall. The topics will range from 
landlord/ tenant relations to landlord/ tenant rights, 
from discrimination to tips on selecting a home 
suitable to your living style. There will be information 
on the pro's and con's of living off-campus, "how 
to's" on leases, subleases, and security deposits, and 
a slew of other information that can help expedite a 
successful search for-affordable, acceptable housing 
with landlords and conditions that are reasonable. 
Alex Weill, a member of the Commuter Transfer staff, 
submitted this for the Commuter Transfer(entrr. 
by Ron Simpson 
common serise while they were in classes today, it's 
doubtful though. 
Suddenly, almost magically, the vehicles 
about me disappeared. I was finally free to go,. Free 
of the grasp which B-Lot had on me for almost five 
hours. What a relief it was to be able to drive more 
than 50 feet without having to back up. 
Perhaps there is a lesson to be learned here. 
But what it is escapes me. Maybe I should do my 
homework next time, maybe I shouldn't get up so 
late or maybe I should have an A-Lot parking permit 
(although I heard that that wasn't much better). 
Maybe there is no lesson here for me, maybe the 
parking lot ticketrons should have been around to 
help the children park, since mommy wasn't around 
to help them. 
All I know is that I was glad to be set free. 
Glad that I didn't have to spend the night as a 
prisoner of B-Lot. Remember, if you have to park at 
UNH, get there early and .give a little thought to your 
parking. See you in B-Lot. 
Ron Simpson is a senior majoring in electrical engineering 
technology at UNH 
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Something to think about 
lt]id you get all your dasses this semester? Or 
were you one of the inany who had to beg your way 
into the classes that you need to graduate? These 
days if you get- three out of the four classes you 
wanted, you are considered lucky. Luck is fine if you 
are playing the lottery, but I am talking about getting 
an education. Why should any student here have to 
settle for Underwater Basketweaving if he/ she has 
paid to get a degr~ in Journalism? Let's face it, 
classes are very expensive to take and unless 
Underwater Basketweavinginterests you, you would 
be wasting time and money to take it, even if it was 
the only class with enough spaces open to add you. 
by Jennif0r Grandin 
Very few of the people I have talked to have 
received everything they need. In fact, I only found 
a few, and it appeared as though they got what they 
did because they have unpopular, structured majors. 
So who is sitting in the seats in class in which we are 
supposed to be sitting? Why can't we get what we 
need? 
My boyfriend is a second semester junior 
and received only one class this semester, an alternate 
for his minor. In the past three and a half weeks, he 
has gone to 17 classes, the head of the English 
department, and the Dea0: in order to receive one 
class from a sympathetic teacher and another because 
someone just dropped it. This means that he is weeks 
behind in the classes and is still looking for one more. 
This is absolutely ridiculous to me. (And by the way, 
\ 
a priority add card is useless. In fact, you could.frame 
it and hang it on the wall because that is about all it 
is good for.) 
Another friend of mine, who is · a second 
semester senior, was telling me that she needs certain 
classes to graduate, and that she couldn't believe that 
she did not get them. Hearing this, the girl next to us 
snickered and said, "Didn't you know the University 
of New Hampshireisafiveyearplan?You think you 
are here for four, but the University cleverly keeps · 
you are here for five bynotgivingyou what you need 
to graduate." 
A pattern seemed to appear that the older 
the student was, the less classes they obtained; the 
younger they were, the more classes they received. It 
appears that this school gives the freshman exactly 
what they want so they will think there are no 
problems anq. won't transfer. The seniors, who are 
the ones who need the specific courses to graduate,. 
seem to end up with the fewest courses and the most 
frustration. What is this school doing? Do they really 
want to hold seniors over another semester so they -
will have to pay more tuition? Now, that is a scary 
thought. 
The other day I was caught by surprise when 
an annoyed professor gave a 20 minute lecture on 
ho~ badly this school is falling to pieces and how if 
it doesn't change soon, he'll leave. Boy, that makes a 
student feel good. It is bad enough when your friends 
are ready to leave, but when you have a professor 
giving a lecture on how t~is school stinks, it really __ 
hits home. · 
The frustration level of the professors is 
obviously something that needs to be looked a.t as 
well. Most of them are not getting. raises but are 
having to deal with more and more begging students 
each semester. My father is a professor at WPI, so 
believe me, I know what a difference a few extra 
students can make on th~ workload of the teacher. 
But having sympathy to either or }?~th sides is not 
solving anything. _ 
The result, however, is that many of my 
friends say that if they were to do it all over, they 
would transfer. They also say that if they they ever 
saw someone applying here, they would ~ell them 
not to bother and save them the headache. And what 
about when my friends graduate? I have a feeling 
that the frustrations they have felt in these past four 
years may come out in their donation, or lack there 
of, to the alumni funds. 
Without happy students, a good faculty, 
applications from high school graduates, and 
contributing alumni, what will be left? , 
It sure is something to think about. 
Jennifer Grandin is a junior majoring in communications 
at UNH. 
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Taking The · 
1 LEAD. 1 
· Open the door to 
your future . . 
-Full time 
internship in your 
major. 
-Stimulating 
seminars and 
lectures _ 
--
HIE 
WASHINGTON 
CENTER 
For Internships and 
Academic Sl'minars 
Gain the 
competitive edge. 
-Earn 16 credits 
towards 
graduation 
-Meet friends 
from around the 
country 
Exciting and Important 
Information Session:-
Thurs., Feb.22, 2-4pm 
Rm. 318 McConnell Hall 
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Contact: Joann Kelly 
McConnell Hall, Rm. 120 
Phone: 862-3385 · 
w 
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Now is your chance to talk about 
Retail Management Opportunities 
with Osco Drug. 
If you're interested in retail management as a 
career, then Osco Drug is the company for you! 
Osco Drug, one of the largest retai l drug chains in the nation, 
can put your ta lents, ski lls, and drive on the road to success . . 
If you have an interest. background, training or education 
in retail management, we have the career -you've been 
waiting for. 
Our structured management training program, including 
manager training phase manua ls, video tapes and 
workshops, along with hands-on experience, will start you 
on your way to a progressive career in retail management. 
For al l management positions we offer an excellent starting 
salary and a comprehensive benefits package: 
• health insurance • dental plan 
• life insurance • employee discount 
• disability pay • profit sharing 
plan • and more! 
In addition, once promoted from management trainee to 
the next level of' management. you will participate in our 
lucrative bonus program. · 
From the hiring, training, and development of people, to the 
buying of virtually every item, the Osco management team 
exercises a great deal of autonomy in their stores. Find out 
more about an Osco Drug management career. We will be 
on campus for a presentation: 
Tuesday, February 27th 
7:00pm-8:00pm 
Forum Room of Diamond Library 
We will be on campus Wednesday, February 28th to con-
duct initial,interviews. 
If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to: 
Osco Drug/Sav-on drugs (American Drug Stores, Inc.), Attn: 
Recruiting Department, 1818 Swift Drive, Oak Brook, IL 
60521. We are an equal opportunity employer · 
AMERICAN DRUG STORES 
' ~ t .q 
OUST THE 
STUDENT 
SENATE 
Thurs., Feb. 22, 12:30 pm 
Hillsborough Rm., MUB 
The Washington Center Internship ~ ~ 
Don't Graduate Without IT! ~ - ,~ 
.. ____________________________ ~AflttttAtt·ttttflft.ft.ft.flAAA.ft.ft..ft.ft.nAft.ft.ft.ft.AAAtt·ft.ft.ft.ft..ft.ft.ft.ft.Aft.ttft.ft.f 
...... 
• 1 I I/ 
, /I' J 
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1111111111 se· · ~ 1·1e·· s presen,ts ~, / , 
and videotape 
:::::•· .... s.:: ...... --..:.~-:-:.:.·: 
\i~ii\\~~:~;.;'.ill\\\\l\\\\\\I 
StudentsSl *THURSDAY 5,7:30,10 *STRAFFORD RM, MUB * · Non-Students$2 
*NOTICE': Due to Spike Lee on Sunday, Feb. 25, The American Friend wiBpe 
postponed until Monday at 7:30 and 9:30 
·AND THE REST OF THIS YEAR'S MOVIES ARE: 
2/22 ·sex, Lies and Videotape 5, 7:30 & l0p 
2/26 · The American Friend 7 & 9:30pm · 
3/1 Adventures of the Baron Munchausen 7 & 9:30pm . 
3/2 Rocky Horror Picture Show MIDNIGHT 
3/3 Rocky Horror Picture Show MIDNIGHT · 
3/4 Crimes and Misdemeanors 7 & 9:30pm 
3/11 Yaaba 7 & 9:30pm 
3/15 . Parenthood 7 & 9:30pm 
4/ 1 Straw Dogs , 7 & 9:30pm 
4/5 Wings of Desire 7 _& 9:30pm 
4/8 Knife in the Water 7 & 9:30pm 
· 4/ 19 Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory 7 & 9:30pm 
4/22 Young Frankenstien ·7 & 9:30pm 
4/26 Cool-Hand Luke -7 & 9:30pm 
5/3 · Pelle the Conqueror 7 & 9:30pm 
5/6 Four Adventures of Reinette and Mirabelle · 7 & 9:30pm 
-5/10 Married. to the Mob 7 & 9:-30pm 
5/ 13 Breathless . 7 & 9:30pm · · : -------■,................---..-...-..--r...,...__,...,_...,_,-_,____,..._r-r---·• • • • • • • • • •■•■•----■•.■:,,•■•■•■•■•.■:,,•■•■•■•■•■•■•■:,,•■•■•.■:,,•■•■•■•■•.■:,,•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•-::,,-:,,•■•■•■•■•■~ 
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The Toe Shoes Didn't Help 
It Was Just A Bunch Of Glitz And Glitter In Johnson Theatre Sunday Night 
By Stephanie Artz 
Tulsa Ballet came to 
Johnson Theater Sunday night 
with elaborate sets, a lo~t George 
Balanchine Ballet and a reputa-
tion for having dazzled the New 
York critics with a performance of 
a lost Mozart Violin Concerto. The 
program was simple, consisting 
of two ballets, one the lost work of 
the New York City Ballet's re-
nowned late choreographer, Bal-
anchine, the other a colorful char-
acter ballet, The Merry Widow. 
The Tulsa Ballet's per-
formance of the Moz~rt Concerto 
in 1988 was heralded by a New 
York City critic as a ''Rembrandt 
in the attic." I had high expecta-
tions for an elegant, brilliantly 
technical perfor·mance. I .left the 
twelve .dollar box seats glad I 
didn't pay for them. 
The Balanchine Ballet 
opened with soloists Bai Lan from 
the People's Republic of-China, 
and Matthew Bridwell. _Bai Lan 
held my only hope for the effort-
less expression of George Balan-
chine. The corps de ballet, liter-
ally the body of the ballet, the 
supporting dancers, ruined it. 
They lacked fluidity; their eyes 
hardly left the floor. Though the 
second movement was colorful 
and the music enchanting, the 
performance wanted. It wanted 
for the luster of a full-out Balanch-
ine; it should have been an effort-
less, technically clear form with 
recognizable musicality. · 
The finale of the second 
ballet, The Merry Widow ended 
with balloons and colored tissue 
paper showering the stage in a 
climax where the Prince 'succeeds 
inwinningthewidow. Thewhole 
company in colorful costumes took 
a bow to an enthusiastic audience. 
I satin the box seat entertained but 
left without the feeling that this 
company had a hit on their hands. 
It needed the expression of a con-
fident, elegant cast, dancers with 
the musicality to carry off the 
complicated designs from the 
mind of Balanchine, and consid-
ering this was a company of na-
tional attention, I was entertained, 
but greatly disappointed. 
r Spike Lee 
Is 
Coming! 
l 
Sunday, Feb. _25th 
Granite State Room 
·7PM 
Tickets On Sale: 
Starting today and Wed., 
students only. 
After Weds., available 
non-students. 
Tickets available at MUB ticket office. 
See the legend in the fiesh! 
A scene from the Tulsa Ballet production of "The Merry Widow" 
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Get The Heck Off This Campus ................... ~ ................................................. ' 
You've Got Great Theatre Options in Durham and Portsmouth 
By Sean Carroll 
PAPA, located in the stand and finally finds a kind of 
Bow Street Theater, is performing dignity. 
Edmund Rostand's classic Cyrano · 
de Bergerac, The Durham Stage 
company, located at the Mill Pond 
Center, is featuring the more 
contemporary Orphans, by ·Lyle 
Kessler. 
PAPA' s Cyrano isa tragic 
romance of fairly epic proportions. 
Despite its length (something like 
three hours), theplayerscatch your 
attention, and hold hold it 
throughout. Many will at least 
know the basic premise from the 
hit movie Roxanne, a modernized 
comic version of Rostand's trag-
edy set in the era of The Three 
Musketeers. The beautiful 
Roxanne has two suitors; Cyrano 
who believes himself too ugly to 
be loved, and Christian who is 
handsome but lacks the wit and 
spirit to really catch Roxanne's 
heart. The two form a sort of 
alliance, with Cyrano writing 
speeches and letters for Christian 
to say to the woman they both 
love. 
While the cast in general 
was fine, Anthony Ejarque was 
brilliant. The role of Cyrano is 
filled with as much fire and ten-
derness as any of Shakespeare's 
characters, withasmuchcomplex-
iry and cuni:ra<lid:iuns, and Ejar-
que resolves them all. 
· TomPavey'sChristianis 
also quite good. He is 
goodnaturedly loutish; the play 
operates at a level that is beyond 
him, but he struggles to under-
Lisa Swanson as 
Roxanne represents my only 
complaint with the three leads. 
While she is a fine actress, her · 
Roxanne really seems to deserve 
the empty Christian. She is just a 
bit too dense and self-contented 
for my taste, and at times it's hard 
to understand her being the ob-
session of Cyrano. Whether this is 
an actor's choice or director'~ I 
couldn't say, but it seems sad to 
play a character so in love with 
Cyrano's spirit without a spark to 
ma'tch his. 
But really, the play rests 
squarely on Cyrano himself, and 
Ejarque carries it well. Cyrano, 
which runs until March 4th, is · 
easily worth the time and money. 
It's hard to imagine a 
play more different from Cyrano 
than Orphans. While far from being 
a romance, this nearly absurdist 
play about three twisted and con-
fused orphans has its own sort of 
emotional power. -The play cen-
ters on two brothers, Treat and 
Phillip, living alone in a tenement 
in Philadelphia. Treat is the older 
brother who supports them by 
mugging. He has kept his brother 
Phillip caged in their house for 
years by telling him he is deathly 
allergic to outside air. Phillip has 
grown up in a world of imagina~ 
tion reading books and watching 
old Errol Flynn movies. His 
worlds is one of fantasy, far-from 
· the harsh one Treat lives in. Both 
Ana Lorenz (left) is "Adele" and Matt 
McGonagle (right) plays "Ivan" in the 
UNH production of '.'Die Fledermaus." 
The operetta by Johann Strauss, to be · 
performed in English, runs February 27 to 
March 4 in the Johnson Theatre of PCAC. 
Call 862-2290 for ticket information. 
No, that isn't Doctor Who. It's Michael Sousa in the Durham Stage Company's production of Orphans. 
are incomplete until Harold, a lip, played · by Michael Sousa, is He never really convinced me of 
midq.le aged orphan himself, ar- really the outstanding presence in what he was saying. That he could 
rives on the scene. As both a shady the performance: Even when his convince these two damaged kids 
- character and a dreamer, he has character is listening to the other of much was a little hard to be-
thewisdomthatbothofthemneed. two arguing pcross the stage, my lieve. However, thest\.,ty1sreai1y 
The whole thing is a little attention was drawn to him. Of that of the two brothers and their 
too much on the didactic side, as course his character was so much changing relationship, and the 
Harold tells them what they need more likable than Treat,madehard play is worth seeing for these two 
to know to be whole people, bll:t is and cruel by the outside world. alone. The run ends this Sunday 
still enjoyable with moments that The only real letdown in the pro- however, so those interested will 
are both hilarious and sad. Phil- duction was Bud Peter's Harold. have to act soon . 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 
. 111111111 . • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • • • 
: Wow! Look at : 
• • : all this .groovy : 
: stuff going on! : 
: Wanna write: 
: for me? You: 
• • 
: know it's a: 
·: hankering: 
: you just can't : 
• • : ignore. I mean : 
: it this time.: • • 
: Give Laura a : 
• • : call. : 
• • · ·1111111111 · • • • • 
• l\:]:]:jj)i}]ijJiiHII fF I'iJI'I • • • 
• 1112 •   '. . ••••••••••••••••• Anthony Ejarque is purely molten in Cyrano 
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But you might like the mediocre thrills of Revenge 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Revenge, the new Kevin 
Costner opus, is a film that holds 
one's interest for most of its over-
long two-hour running time with-
out really doing anything inter-
esting. It is directed by Tony 
"Superficial, No Not Me" Scott, of 
Beverly Hills Cop and Top Gun 
fame, so the almost intolerable 
slickness should come as no 
surprise. Revenge is mainly . a 
showcasefortwo beautiful people-
Kevin Costner and Madeleine 
Stowe (three if you count Anthony 
· Quinn, which is a judgement call, 
[ guess). You sit back and watch 
. them moving in and out of soft-
focus panoramas and try to forget 
that not much is happening. 
The movie is about re:-
venge. Funny, eh? Costner is an 
ex-Air Force ace who goes to 
Mexico to visit his friend Anthony 
Quinn, a wealthy and powerful 
Mexican honcho with shady con-
nections whose life Costner once 
saved. Quinn has a stunningly 
beautiful young wife, Stowe, and 
surprise; she and Costner find 
themselves irresistably drawn to 
each other; That is when the re-
venge ~tarts kicki~g in on all sides. 
Everybody gets in on it; everyone 
is guilty; requiescat in pace. Amen. 
The film is to be com-
mended for not falling into the 
trap of making the nominal 
"hero" - Costner- ·a lily white sin-
ewy man ·of flesh, which is the 
temptation wit~ a star like Cost-
ner. After all, it is his, shall we say, · 
lack of restraint that leads to disas-
ter. We know from the minute we 
see Stowe, in the first of many 
dramatically hip-hugging outfits, 
that Costner doesn't have a chance. 
It's the old "young wife/old hus- · 
band/handsomestud" syndrome . . 
We have all seen it before, and it is 
played out with characteristic Scott 
slickness. The relationship also 
continues tl}.e Kevin Costner Sex 
~n Moving Vehicles tradition- a 
Jeep, this time, which he is driving 
atthe time, which is about as erotic 
as American films get, i.e., not very 
erotic at all. Still, they both look 
great, which is, above all, the point 
of the whole exercise. 
Costner is the executive 
producer of the film, which may 
be why he was allowed to move 
away from his nice guy image. 
Such efforts at complexity are 
appreciated, but it would have· 
helped if the rest of the plot had 
followed suit. There is some good 
action, good looking people, and a 
really good performance from · 
Quinn (the eskimn), but f<e'Vf!nge 
is, by and large, all flash and little 
substance. 
The Toothsome Threesome: Costner, Stowe, and Quinn getting down n' dirty in Revenge 
He Likes It! 
My Left Fpot is really worth the dough .. 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Daniel Day-Lewis may 
be the chameleon of the current 
screen scene. Well, let's skip the 
maybes; he played a stuffy uppah 
class English twit in Room With a 
View, a gay British punk in My 
Beautiful· Laundrette, a womaniz-
ing Czech doctor in The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being, and now, in My 
Left Foot, he portrays Irish painter 
Christy Brown, who's suffered 
from severe cerebral palsy from 
birth; Just call him Paul Muni. 
They are all great performances, 
and finally, this year the Academy 
has deigned to nominate him for 
an Oscar. 
The film also received 
nominations for Brenda Fricker for 
Supporting Actress and Jim Sheri-
dan as Director. Sheridan does a 
fine job, make no mistake; but 
mostly, what he is concerned with 
is telling the story and letting the 
actors do their stuff, Day-Lewis in 
particular. Day-Lewis should 
have been nominated last year for 
Unbearab'/e Lightness (as should 
tena Olin, who has been· nomi-
nated this year), but after all, it 
was nearly three hours long and 
got the reputation for being noth-
ing but sex, whereas My Left Foot 
has the Rainµian syndrome in its 
favor, i.e., a great "handicapped" 
performance. 
The film follows Christy 
Brown from his birth until he 
achieves success and renown as a 
painter and writer. As a child; he 
is treated by most as either some 
kind of mutant or an object -to be 
pitied; never as a human being 
with special needs. It is not until 
he is able to demonstrate that he 
can grip a writingimplementwith 
his left foot and writes "mother" 
. on the floor that even his family 
regards him as other than a lov-
able idiot. Slowly, he progresses 
to writing and painting with his 
left foot, learning to speak, and 
refining his art. 
What the film is really 
about is finding one's voice as an 
artist. Brown's physical impedi-
'ments are seen as just a more lit-
eral version of the barriers to ex-
pression that all artists come 
against in less concrete forms. For 
a long time the only person who 
believes in Brown is his mother 
(Brenda Fricker), who, despite 
having about three dozen children, 
slaves to help her son and salts 
away money to buy him a wheel-
chair, even when the family is 
approaching starvation and 
doesn't have enough coal to heat 
the house. -
Day-Lewis' main ob-
. stacle in the film is similar to the 
one that confronted Brown. Brown 
wanted- insisted- on being a good 
painter. Not a good painter "for a 
cripple," withallofitscondescend- . 
ing overtones. Similarly, Day-
Lewis runs the danger of gaining 
acclaim forgiving a great perform-
ance "as a cripple," as opposed to 
just great performance. To those 
who would say Day-Lewis merely 
gives a great "cripple" perform-
ance, I say "Fah!" My Left Foot is a 
powerful film on its own terms, 
without sympathy votes. 
Noel Coward's witty comedy 
"Blithe Spirit" comes to the 
·· Music Hall in Portsmouth for a 
limited engagement Feb. 27 
through M~rch 4. 
Call them for 
information. 
,. 
- ... 
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llllllffll I presents 
OPEN MIKE WITH SPIKE LEE 
The renowned filmaker SPIKE LEE is 
· . c;oming to UNH 
·. ·*DATE: -
Sunday 
Feb. 25th 
*TIME: 
7PM 
*PIACE: 
Granite 
State Room, 
MUB 
*TIX: 
$5 Students, 
$6 Non-
Students. 
On Sale Now 
at the UNH 
Ticket Office. 
Cash Only 
Please 
I . 
Some of his movies include: 
. A- ~t.fl...lOU~J,.y ~t,}(~ . 
C6~~r,y 
. 5J4E:S . 
·~1rrA . 
~Ht~E 
· So Do The Right Thing and Come February 25th to see Spike Lee. 
You.Know. You Know What I Mean? · ~ 
UNH 
Athlete 
of the 
Week 
Week Of: Febrau-ry 18, 1990 
presented 
by: 
H A V D E N 
S P O R T S 
38 Main Street 
Durham,NH 
03824 
Name: Carol Weston 
Sport: Women'~ Ice Hockey 
Junior Carol Weston had her finest game 
of the season for the UNH women's ice 
hockey team as she led the Wildcats to 
their biggest win of the season over 
top-ranked Providence. Weston paced · 
UNH to a 3-2 sudden-death overtime 
victory as she scored one_goal, assisted on 
another and had an- outstanding defensive 
effort. Wes ton scored an unassisted goal 
just 54 seconds into the game. to give UN 
a 1-0 lead. In sudden-death overtime, 
Weston assisted on the game-winner as 
she sent a pass to fresh woman Karyn Bye 
who then fired a shot past the Lady Friar 
goalie with 28 seconds left on the clock. 
. UNH now stands at 18-3-1 on the season 
and is waiting for a bid to the ECAC 
· Tournament, March 3-4. 
Look for the ''Athlete of _the Week" every 
Tuesday, ONLY in The [:Jew Hamp~hire 
-MANAGE THE 
STUDENT 
ACTIVITY FEE 
GAIN HANDS-ON MANAGEMENT 
AND 'LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 
-
MANAGE OVER $1 MILLION 
. OVERSEE 13. STUDENT-RUN 
ORGANIZATIONS 
1 I ii 
COMPENSATED POSITION 
See Brian McCabe in room 124A of the MUB 
for info/application or call 862-1305 
Applications Due: Monday, Feb. 26th 
PAGE 25 
BBQ CHICKEN 
HAS ARRIVED! . 
* Dinners 
* Pieces 
Hot Items 
32 Main Street, Durham N.H. 
" Your One Stop S_tore " · , 
· · Your True Co/DI'S· ShOIN . 
ENTER THE 
-1990 
BARNES 
.AND NOBLE 
PHOTO 
CONTEST 
Details and Entry Forms 
Are Availabie At 
Our College Bookstore 
Theme: A Child with a Book 
University of ·New Haml)Shire Bookstore 
Hewitt Hall 
Monday-Thursday 8:30-6:00, Friday 8:30-5:00, 
· Saturday 10:00-4:00 
-
-
SUP-E-RGUY -
TJ.IANKS FOR TELLIN6 M 
THIS CLASS, TOM 
COULD V5E 
HACKS HALL 
WHAT I> &OING- ON 
HERB JUST FE LL ! '?/ 
OH, G'REA T. THAT~ 
FIFTH 7?.A. THIS 
lNTO Tr/C POOL 
OF TOXIC WAST£ 
IN THE £3.ASE. ME'tfT • 
~7fsAPfllJ1?tDf .·: ? 
EL IE 
-
OKAY LADIES, TURN TO PAGE 
ONE IN YOUR CHAUVINI5 TI 
Ff MENIST DICTIONARY AND 
REPEAT AFTER ME ... 
bv Kurt E. Krebs ; 
\JOMEN SUA 
INHERIT 
~ THE EARTH 
.,--...._ 
, IHEM fDI~ (fillOfit&f§~C 
---"---:--'--- ftY j[ff HA~fl.IS 
T TNVOLVE5 LI 
1H£ FANBOY c.ARrooNIST 1£ATH, AND THE 
:IN REALITY.- ------.::;..~---- 1..ITIC5 TH£ T - PIR.£ -r-----
Ul.DN'T 
HA DE 
ING UP. 
/, 0H Y£Aij) 
·.' 
·l, -
"--
. ' 
'!, t\ 
~ .:~ 
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MISTER BOFFO 
by Joe Martin 
· HAVEN'T YOU ALWA"rS WANTE0 TO EAT UKE A P\G W\THOUT f 
L00'KlNts UK E ·· oNE ?. ·Tr\E'N ·WADDLE--DON'T-DAWDLE-.-TO . ~ 
fDoctor c7lkbar & lNurse fjeff 9I I 
CENTE.R F'OR THE. SUCKING OF FAT•-Al.SOkMOWt.lAS ' ~ 
i osuction ....... ut 
THE [L\Tt. ME£T AFTER THE'r' tAT SO ONCE AGA\N THEY C.AN 8£ PE. Tilt" 
SHOP AND COMPARE 
L\P0SUCTI0tJ vc;. OL0· FASHlONEO 
TEOlous, ANNOV1w6, NO ... FUIII O\&TS, 
TAS"t"V S"Lu~P'( l(V",.,.My uOOEY 
9·DA'1 
t,11&81.£ 
_,_-r:ai. OlET 
J \.OATE/2. 
11 WATE.12. 
WATEQ.. 
OlE.1'" 
CELE.~~ a TIL ~OU 
S<.~ 
i£UR GUARANTEQ/%i~ 
ANY VITAL ORGAN 
ACCIDENTALLY SUCKED 
OUT OF YOUR BODY 
WH .. L BE. RCTURNEO 
TO you IMMEDIATE.LY 
. AT NO ADDITIO~AL ... 
COST~! 
c~c.u,o,,,Ho S'LlGK"T H~NDl.ltJ6 FEE. 
AtJO OE,P05lT t=oR. Pt.Arne SAGG\E. 
PolU:. iltR~ ICEC.2EAM L1llll~u1w1 FU064: 
NO NO NO NO 
NO NO NO ~o 
NO NO .,0 NO 
!l~P! ~ES ~E.S 
OH 
MA'Aht! INO~~'J! MA\~ OUI!! 
VERSlZE 
TTOCKS MO 
AS~ ABOlfr OUR... .,, 
AS S E.E.11.l IN E.vE.R.Y 
.\AlOl't\E.tJ'S M~GA2.1"3E. 
ON THE. NE.vJSSTAIJO 
-- AND 1,J evE.Q.."t 
MEN'S MAG · 
MoMe.,JTARI'-'( 
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Don't miss your opportunity to go to a 
Gourmet Dinner. Tickets for Friday, 
March 2, 1990 are on saie now at MUB 
Ticket Office. 
SAX FOR SALE - . 
Bundy Alto Student Model 
Excellent condition 
$350or B.O. 
Call Betsy #(207)439-1453. 
trying! 
Keep 
For Sale - Frigidaire white 30" stove, 
3 years old in great condition - switch-
ing to gas- $350; humidifier $15- call 
659-2721. 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZEDVEHICLES£rom$100. Fords, 
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Sur-
plus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885. 
ExtA18587 . 
1980 Honda Wagon. Well-kept, nms 
. great! 89,000 mi. AM/FM cassette, 
· new exhaust system, + more. $1,300 
- or b.o. Karen 749-6376 
1983 VW Rabbit. Automatic, stereo, 
runs well and looks great. 79,000 
miles. Asking $2600. Call Matt at 
7 43-3843 6-10 pm or leave message. 
For sale: Ladies off white CB ski 
jacket and silver/ grey ski pants, both 
sizemed. Usedfivetimesmax.,look 
new. $75 for both or $50 jacket $35 
pants. Call 868-5222 after 4 pm 
FOR SALE - 1980 VW Rabbit; 90,000 
miles; $400 call 659-2721 
FOR SALE: K2 ELC, 200 cm, no bind-
ings, $85. Call: Kirsten Burnap 868-
6483 
FOR SALE: K2 ELC, 200 cm, 747 
equipe bindings. Skis and bindings 
$150. Call Kirsten Burn' 868-6483 
10HlttJJM,1 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK, EXCEL-
LENT PAY! Assemble products at 
home. Details (1)602-838-8885. · Ext. 
W-18587 
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMER CAMPS, 
CRUl$ELINES, & AMUSEMENT 
PARKS, NOW accepting applications 
for summer jobs and career positions. 
For Free information package. and 
application; call National Collegiate 
Recreation Services on Hilton Head 
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-526-
0496. (9am-5pm EST. M-F) 
Enjoy writing/photography? Wish to 
share cultural knowledge or interna-
tional experiences with others? Be-
come a staff member of the UNH Inter-
n.ational Newsletter - contact STU-
DENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government 
jobs - your area. Many immediate 
· openings without waiting list or test. 
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. 
EXTR18587. 
Have the holidays left your pockets 
empty? If so, we have part-time jobs 
available. Call 743-3261 for details. 
A TIENTION- HIRING! Government 
jobs-your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 
1-602-.838-8885 Ext. R18587. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Ex-
change will pay immediate cash for 
y0urgol~inanyform .. Also U.S.Silver 
coin's. 7 43-0970 w 
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor, 
country location, full bath, launder-
ette, oil he~t, panelled; plenty of park-
ing, inexpensive utilities. No pets, 
security deposit, short or long term 
lease available. 603-659-2655 
Newmarket 2 bedroom. Third floor 
. with porch, parking, launderette, 
panelled, carpeted, full bath, includes 
hot water, and low heat costs. due to 
top floor. No pets, security deposit, 
short or long term lease available. 603-
659-2655 . 
BIG ROOM FOR RENT, furnished, 
quiet, with kitchen privileges, lots of 
parking space, 5 min. walk from Kari-
van stop. 138 Henry Law Ave. in 
Dover. Call Frank Peters 742-4709 
Roommate needed- 32 Main ST Apt 8 
Durham. Very nice, good location 
over B+B. $250/Mo Call 868-3892 
Housemate wanted to share lg, quiet 
farmhouse in Durham. Non-smoker. 
1, year lease. 300 month utilities in-
cluded. 868:-1.077 leave message. 
STOP PA YING RENT!!! INVEST FOR 
NEXT SEMESTER! FOR SALE 3 bed-
room ranch, 1.1 miles frorh UNH. 
Asking $119,000. Call 603-938-2027. 
South Berwick, 2 bedroom, 5 rooms. 
2ndfloor. Large yard. Off-street park-
ing. Pets & kids okay. Faculty /Staff 
preferred. Available April 1. $485 / 
month + utilities. 603-778-9617 Eve-
nings & weekend. 
IH½i·UtJJ) 
ATTENTION PARTY ANIMALS:-
Looking for an exciting rock band to 
play at your next party? Consider 
UNH's own The Urge, one of the 
seacoast's favorite party bands. Call 
Randy at 868-2697 or Russ at 659-7424 
for info. 
Don't miss your opportunity to go to a 
Gourmet dinner. Tickets for Friday, 
March 2, 1990 are on sale now at MUB 
Ticket Office. · 
FREE TUTORING!!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. Call Marston House at 862-
4428 
BARTENDING - Prepare for a good 
paying part-time or summer job. Easy 
and Fun! Evening courses: MASTER 
BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main St., 
Newmar:ket. Tel. 659-3718 
-------------_ , Niche Coffeehouse Friday Feb. 23 at 8 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. pm. Harvey Reid & Andy Happel will 
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY be performing. (If you are a talented 
10 DAYS. Student groups, f~ats and student looking to be a warm up act 
sororities needed for marketing proj- for well known performers call Amy 
ect on campus. For details plus your at 862-2148 or send a demo tape to 
FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1-800- Randall 131~ U:NH, Durham, NH 
765-8472 Ext 50 03824) 
MAKE $1,000'S WEEKLY. 
EARN $500.00 FOR EVERY 100 EN- . 
VELOPES STUfFED!! SEND SELF 
ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVE-
LOPES TO: "EASY MONEY" P.O. 
BOX 64899 CHICAGO, IL. 60664-
0899 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYP-
ING AT HOME! 32,000/yr. income 
potential. Details, (1)602-838-8885 Ext. 
T-18587 
If you are transferring to a new college 
next semester and want to make some 
quick cash contact Deb at 868-5629 
ADOPTION: Miracle Wanted. Nancy, 
Bill & little Sean will cherish your 
precious newborn. Your wishes mat-
ter. Call collect eves (802)766-2219 
Steroids .. .! need your help!!!! If you 
are currently on or have ever used 
steriods I need you. I'm doing a story 
on the subject and need to talk to people 
first hand, You will remain· anono-
rnous, no questions about .identity. 
Please call Kirri at 743-6542, 862-1013, 
or 862-1490before Thursday. Ifl'm not 
there leave your name and number. Jf 
youdon'twanttouseyourname,make 
one up and just say what you're call-
ing about. Thanks. 
Gourmet Dinner tickets for Friday 
March 2, 1990 -are on sale now. Get 
yours at the MUB Ticket Office before 
they sell out. · 
FREE TUTORING!!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. Call Marston House at 862-
4428 
CASH ....... . 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Turn them into 
rnoney-lowproductioncost. T-Shirts 
Plus 431-4355 
Can't afford the tuition increase and 
need solution? Write to Rabb, Box 329, 
Gilsum, N.H. 03448. 
Do you know ways to meet foreign 
students? ContactSTUDENTDEVEL-
OPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 Hud-
dleston Hall, 862-2050. 
Gourmet Dinner tickets for Friday 
March 2, 1990 are on sale now. Get 
yours at the MUB Ticket Office before 
· they sell out. ' 
J. WILSON+ M.B. - Life is too short, 
the world is too small, I have fallen off 
my balcony and the blue bird sounds 
the same. qm we all show some 
human kindness and talk again? 
Sydney 742-0384 
ADOPTION: Miracle wanted. Your 
precious baby will be ~herished by our 
Vermont family. Your wishes matter. 
802-766-2219 collect Nancy /Bill. · 
Mr. Levin ... Hi! Pretty original huh? 
Don't miss your opportunity to go to a 
Gourmet Dinner. Tickets for Friday, 
March 2,1990 are on ~le no.w at MUB 
Ticket Office. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Ex-
change will pay immediate cash for 
your gold in any form. 7 43-0970 Leave 
a message .-
Kim- Good job reaching out. Did you 
touch anyone? ~ 
Terri- It takes two to tango. Either two 
socks, or NO socks. They both add up 
to two at Glory Daze. Thank God for 
Ma Bell. 
Do you enjoy great entertainment? · 
Would you enjoy sitting at a can-
dlelit table while listening to acous-
tic guitars and melodic voices and 
sipping on coffee? If so, come to the 
Divine Niche on Friday nights. This 
Fridaynigh.twillfeature Harvey Reid · 
and Andy Happel starting at 8 pm. 
1 
$1 students $2 non-students. 
Confused,needhelp? Notsurewhere 
to turn? Contact STUDENT DEVEL-
OPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 Hud-
dleston Hall, 862-2050. 
MattS: 
Thanks for being such a great listener 
and friend. We'll have to get together 
and talk again soon. 
Love- Marci 
Pinch-
Be thankful it's only your butt I'm 
after! 
Love, Lenore 
Shawn and Mark. .. Just in case you 
read this stupid newspaper 
anyway ... some party, where were you 
when we called ·back five minutes 
later. No fun 'causeweweren'tthere 
right? Indiana Jones and the Broom-
ball Queen will return to Glory Daze 
this Thursday night. Be there ... we 
really believe you're "really nice 
guys." Really! 
Gourmet Dinner tickets for Friday 
March 2,1990 are on sale now. Get 
yours at the MUB Ticket Office be-
fore they sell out 
Jooles, 
23 days left! 
What the puck's up! 
-Booda 
J_ohn Doherty. You gotta learn to say 
no. You also gotta learn to be on 
time. No more tardiness. Love, us. 
JOHN DOHERTY: "My secret fan-
tasy is that I'm sitting alon.e in my 
room on a friday night, darning my 
bandanas, when this gorgeous babe 
knocks on my door. She does this 
great ta too of a cantaloupe on my ass 
while I snack on Drake's coffeecakes. 
I fall asleep, and when I wake up, I 
discover that I really am God in Mel 
Gibson's clothing'." 
Kim Armstrong: I heard about those 
two guys you had over for dinner. 
Whkh one got breakfast? 
In a rut?. Why not go on exchange to 
one of 90 other campuses in the coun-
try? Contact STUDENT DEVELOP-
MENT OFFICE, 208 Huddleston 
Hall, 862-2050. 
Gail - I mean Molly Ringwald~ Your 
hair looks great. Can I borrow it 
sometime? ,c; 
Savo Meatrovic -
Congrats on the hattrick! 
Now if you'd only come to class ... 
Terri Danisevich: I heard you really 
blew that audition for the exotic 
dancer position at The Golden Ba-
nana. Don'tworry-IheartheSpeak-
easy is hiring. 
StoweFest, UNHSki Oub, this week-
end, be there ... 862-1013 
Ijustcan'tbelieveit. We won Broom-
hall. We won Broom-ball. I am so 
proud. So Happy. I can't describe 
the feeling. What more can I ask 
· from life. I love life. I love t.he fact 
that we aren't the total losers I had 
actually thought we were. 
Laura Deame: If any other human 
being could withstand the amount of 
drugs andsexpumpedintoyourbody 
by all species of mammc;1ls, well then, 
there wouldn't be any ideal for the rest 
of us to live up to. You are a demi-
. shmegrn;i-goddess 
Hi Kathy. No you weren't a bitch. I ' 
was. I'm sorry I didn't get back to 
finish in a half-hour. Ooops 
FREE TUTORING!!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. Call Marston House at 862-
4428 
BASKETBALL FANS OF 2-15-90 -
THANKS! YOU WERE THE BEST 
FANS WE HAVE HAD IN THE 
PAST FOUR YEARS. I'M SORRY 
WELETSOMANYOFYOU DOWN. 
-GOOSE 
Feeling Lonely? Want someone to 
listel). to you? We're here for you .. , 
Give us a call. Cool-Aid. 862-2293. 
Tapeline 862-3554. 
StoweFest, the tradition, don't break 
it...call 862-1013 for more info 
Need something; but don'·t know what 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENTOFFICE, 
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING 
Weds.21 Feb.(TOMORROW)Dimond 
Library. 7:30 PM. Room 9A. Year-
book photo will be taken, so BE 
THERE!! . 
w 
Resume Writing Service-Get the edge 
on the competition, professional serv-
ice including Career Marketing Net-
work and Interviewing guidanre. 13 
years of Corporate Human Resources 
and consulting experience. Reason-
able rates~ daytime, evening, and or 
weekend appointments available. Call 
431-4589. 
Professional Word Processing for your 
resume, reports, documentation, 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. Experienced, 
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-re-
turn. Call Flash Fingers (Janet Boyle), . 
659-3578. 
Caring twice mother will babysit for 
your child da ytirne and evenings, rates 
negotiable. Call Neeru on 868-6228 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR 
BIG SCREEN TV PL US RAISE UP TO 
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective: 
Fundraiser. · Commitment: Minimal. 
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero In-
vestment. Campus organizations, 
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1 
(800) 932-0528 / 1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 
·10 
AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD 
One or Two Semesters .Summer Pro-
grams. Paid Internships Available. 
Apply now for Summer + Fall 1990. 
Fer information on the BEST study 
abroad program in the world, call :1-
800-245-2575 
LON DOM $338 
BERUM 438 
BRUSSELS 398 
.YIENMA 438 
TOKYO 749 
CARACAS 350 
. RIO 778 
Taxes not included.Restrictions 
apply.One ways available. 
Work/Stud abroadprograms. I nt'I 
Student ID'.EURAIL PASSES 
ISSUED ON THE SPOT! 
FREE Student Travel 
. Cat I 
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CARNIVAL, continued from page.3 
A Gibbs Hall team, "T-
squared posse", came out as the 
top team of the afternoon and 
walked away with the trophies 
provided for the winners, 
according to Grimbilas. 
"Everyone there enjoyed 
themselves," he added and 
estimated that about 150 people 
showed up to play. 
The MUB games room did its • 
part for winter carnival as it 
sponsored tournaments in 
billiards, table tennis, darts, chess 
and backgammon. 
Games room attendant and 
events coordinator Andy Radl said 
that the tournaments were used as 
qualifiers for the regional 
intercollegiate tournament held at 
the University of Connecticut . . 
About 30 students entered in 
the billiards competition and about 
16 competed in table tennis, 
according to Radl. 
· The snow sculpture 
·competition wasadisappointment 
this year, with only two sculptures 
entered. SigmaNuandChi Omega 
combined to win first prize with 
their snow ski jumper. "It was like 
the ski jumper·on Wide World of 
Sports," said Parente. 
"The only students who have 
seen snow sculptures are tlie 
seniors. It's been that long since 
we've had the snow to build 
them," said Parente. T h e 
CAB organization · is currently 
planning a first annual "spring 
week" in April, which wifl . 
hopefully include fireworks, a 
drive-in movie and a Ziggy Marley 
concert, said Lange. · 
Lange said that the proposed 
spring week would coincide with 
the Smith Hall International Fiesta 
and Earth Day. 
11We want to see the tradition 
come back to UNH," said Lange. 
ACTION PLAN, 
continued from page 3 
a candidate's diversity is 
considered as a factor, but not as 
the sole reason for acceptance. The 
plan gives important weight to 
such criteria, as well as all the 
other considerations. 
Burns-DiBasio described a 
11talent bank" which would be set 
up with vitae from minority 
candidates. The departments 
could then go to this source when 
· hirfhg. · If a de_partment wanted to 
hire a certain candidate from the 
talent bank but a position was not 
available, a position could be 
temporarily created in . the 
interested department. 
In an attempt to encourage 
minority stµdent enrollment, a · 
program will be introduced to 
provide assistance to promising 
mJnority students in New 
Hampshire secondary schools. 
This Young Scholars Program will 
mean the students are admitt~d 
to UNH and guaranteed financial 
support, provided they receive 
satisfactory grades in a college 
preparatory program, participate 
in certain summer workshops and 
meet in-state requirements. 
Bums-DiBiasio admits that 
some of these plans may be 
affected at some point by the . 
financial crises at the University, 
however she points out that the 
· first year of the. program will 
. involve mostly evaluation and 
· policy change. 
11 A lot of this is low cost," she 
said. Since the departments are 
always recruiting for faculty, the 
change there would not be 
financial, but rather philosophical. 
Those programs which could be 
affected in the future from lack of 
funds would be the talent bank 
and the Young Scholars Program, 
but Burns-DiBiasio said there are 
also outside funding sources 
available for these programs. 
As with most major new· 
policy initiatives, there are those 
who express doubts about the · 
plan. "I wouldn't say there is 
resistance to the plan," said Burns-
DiBiasio, "but there have ,been.a 
riurnber of concerns expressed." 
She said she believes people 
support . the principles of 
affirmative action, but some are 
·concerned about the expense of 
the plan or the strategies whifh 
are being used. 
Minority group members 
make up only 4.5 percent of the 
tenure track faculty, 2.9 percent of 
the staff and 1.5 percent of the 
student body of UNH. Women 
hold.approximately 25 percent of 
the tenure-track faculty positions 
and · 31 percent of the 
administrative management and 
supervisory positions, and make 
up54 percent of the student body. 
(The term "minority'' refers to 
African-Americans, American 
Indians, Asian-Americans and 
Hispanics.) 
· UNH has always adhered to 
. EEO polices in the past as required 
by the federal government, but 
the establishment . of the 
Affirmative Action Office this past 
July and the recent release of this 
plan are the first real efforts on the 
part of the University of New 
Hampshire to commit to an 
aggressive stance on minority 
recruitment. 
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·;;;;t;:;::;;_1_1_r_1_r_iMe' n's h.-ocke·y loses I . . . 
se one to Maine, 3-2 
.:••··t??}>:}?i},,-•. ,:·•>··•t:•::•••:,')/?•-. 'Cats have problems playing 
Jeff Lazaro skates hard towards the net (Don Carlson file photo). 
\ 
UNH ski teams 
take fifth at 
Williams Carnival 
Dahl and Rossi excel 
By Stowe Milhaus 
While the majority of the 
UNH Ski T earn struggled this past 
weekend at the Williams Carnival, 
the team's two top guns pulled 
through once again. Ivar Dahl, 
thenumberoneskieronthemen's 
team, and Janice Rossi, the 
number one women's skier, both 
finished in the top 10 to lift UNH 
to ~ fifth place finish. 
Dahl, a sophomore who will 
be making his second straight 
appearance at the NCAA National 
Championships this year, skied 
to a third place finish in Fridays 
Giant Slalom. Dahl has skied 
aggressively for the team all year, 
while compiling three top 10 . 
finishes in just five races. 
"I owe my success to the hard 
work and dedication of myself, 
my teammates, and the excellent · 
coaching of both Paul ~urtqn and 
R.J. Turner," ·said Dahl. Dahl, in 
just his second year at UNH, has 
become one of the premiere skiers 
in the Division I ranks. 
Janice Rossi, a freshman and 
currently number one skier on 
the women's team in both GS and 
Slalom, skied consistently well as 
she finished in ninth place in the 
GS event. Rossi, this year's 
freshman sensation, has finished 
in the top 10 for a total of six times 
so far and is heading for the 
Nationals at Stowe, VT in late 
February. Seeingthatitonlytakes 
two top 10 finishes in the same 
event to qualify for the National 
Championships, Rossi has been 
nothing but superb for UNH this 
year. 
Other bright spots this 
weekend for UNH were Ace Eaton 
and Heather Rowe.· Eaton, a junior, 
skied well for the second straight 
weekend as he finished in 10th 
place in the Slalom and 20th in the 
GS. As for Rowe, she began both 
events in 62nd place before 
finishing in the top 20 in both the 
GS and Slalom. 
Overall, the weekend was a 
frustrating one for UNH as many 
skiers were disqualified from both 
races. Kurt Simard, a junior .in 
need of one more top 10· finish in 
order to qualify for the Nationals, 
was quite unhappy with the 
outcome of the Williams Carnival 
due to a questionable 
disqualification. 
"Due to · incompetent 
officiating, Williams skiers · were 
favored, while opposing skiers 
were unjustly disqualified," said 
Simard. 
Coach Paul Burton saw his 
squad struggle for the second 
consecutive weekend . ., 
"Overall, it was an OK 
weekend," said Coach Burton. 
"We started .the year qff pretty 
strong but we've been really 
struggling as oflate. Compared to 
the nine NCAA qualifying 
performances we had at Bates 
earlier in the year, we had just 
three this past weekend." _ 
This coming weekend, UNH 
faces its biggest test of the year as 
they travel to Middlebury for the 
Eastern Championship_s. 
tch-up hockey 
By Brian Brady 
Friday night's men's hockey 
game had all the ingredients to be 
remembered as a classic. It was 
close; the final score was 3-2. There 
was a goaltender's dual; Maine's 
Scott King and UNH' s Pat Szturm 
combined for 59 saves. There was 
- a large, boisterous crowd; a season 
high 3,236 fans turned out. And it 
was well played; only seven minor 
penalties were called. 
But the wrong team won. 
The Maine Black Bears, 
Hockey East's first place team, 
roared into Durham, played a 
strong first period, outshooting the 
'Cats, and quietly lumbered away 
after withstanding a strong UNH 
- comeback leaving the 'Cats the 
loss. 
UNH's record is now 13-14-5 
(6-8-4 in HE). They are tied for 
fifth place with Northeastern. 
Thol!gh his team suffered a 
tough setback, Coach Bob Kullen 
was pleased that UNH played a 
r strong game and that the team 
appears to be going back to the 
same level of play that propelled 
them to a strong start this season. 
"I hope we will return to 
playing that way every game," he 
said. "If we play like that we will 
win our share." 
Maine controlled play 
through most of the first period, 
as they outshot the 'Cats 18-7 and 
tooka2-1 lead. Defenseman Brian 
Straub opened up the scoring with 
an unassisted goal eight minutes 
into the game. Superfrosh Jean-
Yves Roy gave the Black Bears a 
two goal lead by tallying at 12:33. 
With a large contingent of 
Maine fans cheering them on, the 
visitors sat on their lead and got 
burned late in the first when 
UNH's David MacIntyre blazed 
down the left wing on a ·two on 
one, faked a wrist shot, and slid a 
pass over to a wide open Riel 
Bellegarde, who tapped it behind 
a beaten King for _a goal. 
"During the first 10 minutes 
of the period, at worst, we were 
even with them," said Kullen, who 
added that the team's performance 
diminished for the rest of the 
perio<;i. 
Jeff Lazaro was much more 
critical of the team's first period 
performance. "The first period was 
horrible," he said. "We came out 
just walking around. But we came 
out flying in the second." . 
UNH dominated the second 
period, outshooting Maine 13-4 
and carrying the play. The 'Cats 
got a few quick shots off on King 
and appeared to be heading for 
the tying goal when Maine 
suddenly struck again. The Black 
Bears scored the game winning 
goal on a: wrist shot from Brian 
Downey just two minutes into the 
period. 
"There were a couple of our 
guys and a couple of their's 
screening me," Szturm said. "I 
didn't see it at all." 
Down by two goals and facing 
the gloomy prospects of going into 
the third period down two goals 
to the number four team in the 
country, UNH mounted another 
comeback attempt. · 
David Aiken took the puck at 
center ice, skated down the left 
wing and passed the puck over to 
Bellegarde, who then scored his 
second goal of the evening to make 
the score 3-2, Maine. Kevin Dean 
also assisted on "the goal. 
For Bellegarde, who has been 
playing strong offensive hockey 
throughout the season, it was his 
ninth goal. He lauded his 
· linemates and gave the credit for 
his successful evening. 
"Playing on the same line as 
Aiken and (Mark) Johnson is good 
because we work well together," 
he said. "We know where each 
other is going to be. I feel fortunate 
to be on the scoring end." 
The teams played the third 
period to -the hilt, with crisp 
checking and fast paced action. · 
UNH had two golden 
opportunities to score early in the 
period when two shots on King 
squirted loose and laid in the crease 
for the offering. There were no 
takers however, and the Black 
Bears solidified their defense, with 
King turning back 12 UNH shots, 
and went on to win the game . 
"It's frustrating when you see 
the puck in front of you in the 
crease and can't put it in to win," 
Lazaro said. ;'We have to put the 
puck in the net when we can." 
Kullen also pointed to a lack 
of scoring big goals to being the 
most glaring problem with the . 
'Cats and said it must improve for 
the team to find winning ways. 
"Since Christmas in league 
games we have averaged 2.6 goals 
for and about 3.3 goals against" he 
said. "A 2.6 is never going to beat 
a 3.3." · 
The 'Cats will try to pick up 
the offense against Boston College 
tonight at Snively Arena. The puck 
will drop a 7:00. 
Wrestlers struggle for a win 
. Too many ties at Brown this 
weekend pi-ove costly for 'Cats 
By Mike Dean 
The UNH wre~tlers came up 
empty on Saturday at Brown, 
losing big to a tough Brown squad 
and just missing a,close one against 
Yale. The 'Cats fell 32-8 to Brown 
ancf 17-16 to Yale. 
Head CoachJim Urquhart felt 
his squad could have taken the 
Yale meet. 
"We could have won it," he 
said. "We split five matches each. 
There were a couple of places 
where a win or a tie could have 
won it. Ken Pera had a tie. His 
winning would have changed it. 
Wes Decker was' tied 1-1 with 20 
seconds left and got taken down." 
Pera and Pat Napoli had the 
strongest performances of the day, 
each winning one and tying one. 
'Pera won his Brown match 11-6 
·and tied 3-3 against Yale. Napoli 
came up with a 4-4 tie against 
Brown and took his Yale match 
handily, winning 11-3. 
"Pat and Ken wrestled well," 
said Urquhart. "We didn't wrestle 
bad against Yale. We didn't 
wrestle well enough to win." 
Jim Marcotte, returning from 
an injury, managed the 'Cats only 
other points against Brown. He 
won 12-7 in the 167-pound weight -
class. 
Marcotte, Brian Cone, Rocco 
Sorace, and Scott Brehm each won 
one and lost one on theday. Cone, 
. a 118-pounder took his Yale man 
with ease, shutting him out 14-0 
while 158-pounder Brehm took his 
Yale match 6-4. · 
Sorace, in his second outing 
down from the heavyweight class 
to the 190-pound class, defeated 
his Yale opponent 4-3 and lost 5-2 
against Brown. 
"We' re wrestling better," said 
Urquhart, "but . still not good 
enough to win the close ones." 
The Yale loss was the 'Cats second 
by two points or less. They lDst to 
Western New England College 23-
21. They also tied Rhode Island · 
College 21-21. 
"It's been a weird year for 
me," said Urquhart. "We haven't 
had a lot of luck. Hopefully, we'll _ 
have a good line-up come New 
_Englands." 
Women's hoop 
shoot for win 
Coach's philosophy 
proves profitable 
against Vermont 
By Kevin Gray point-guard position. Brusseau 
added 13 points and six assists 
while Deb Dorsch and Laura 
Seiden each tossed in 12. 
"Just keep shooting," was the 
advice Head Coach Kathy Sanborn 
gave her team at halftime when 
the Wildcats were down seven and 
shooting a measly 24 percent at 
Vermont Saturday night. The 
result? UNH went on to shoot 56 
percent in the second half and stage 
one of their frequent comebacks 
to defeat Vermont 59-52. 
"In the first half we had a lot 
of broken plays," said freshmen 
Seiden. '1n thesecondhalfwewere A scrambleinfrontofthenetas UNH's Kelly Thome tries to slide the puck in the net (Ben Frazier photo). 
Julie Donlon and Michelle 
Brusseau upped the tempo and 
directed the _comeback by 
connecting on so·me picture-
perfect fastbreaks while Donlon 
also banged home a pair of trifectas 
that you can al ways count on. The 
play of Brusseau heard nothing 
but praise from Coach Sanborn. 
"Michelle Brusseau had a 
_great offensive performance, some 
key assists, some key rebounds 
and also played some great 
defense ... She really had one ofher 
best games," said Sanborn. 
Although the 'Cats were 
seven point vie.tors, they didn't 
maiP1;,ain complete control until 
the dosing moments when Donlon 
connected on two tree throws 
which proved to be the icing on 
the cake. With the score knotted at 
-52-52 with under three minutes to 
play, UNH turned up the intensity 
a notch and ultimately outscored 
Vermont, 7-0, down the stretch. · 
In the first however, this 
wasn't so much the case. 
"We weren't really that 
intense, our defense was the only 
thing keeping us in the first half," 
saia sophomore forward Sue 
Ryan. 
Donlon paced the Wildcat 
scorers with 15 points and had an 
amazing 13 rebounds from her 
more intense artd executed our 
offensive." 
The Wildcats faced a trapping 
defense several times in the first 
half, but guards Donlon and 
Shelley Fitz handled the pressure 
flawlessly. As a result, UNH was 
able to get good shots off of an 
effective offensive. 
"We worked our offensive 
nicely and always for a smart 
shot," said Seiden. 
Another area of the game in 
which the 'Cats excelled was 
rebounding. The backcourt 
tandem of Donlon-Fitz combined 
for 22 boards, a striking statistic 
for a pair of guards. 
"We did a really good job 
rebounding," said sophomore 
Karri Reynolds. 
Down the stretch, UNH did 
everything a team needs to do for 
a win on the road. Free throws 
and defense may have been the 
- key. 
"We spread the court, worked 
the clock, and hit our free throws," 
said Coach Sanborn. 
Currently the Wildcats are 
battling for second place in the 
North Atlantic Conference with 
Boston University. The next two 
home games will prove to be 
pivotal for UNH as they stand 
with a 6-4 conference record. The 
Wildcats will host BU on February 
28 and Colgate March 2. Both are 
conference games. 
Hockey 
contjnued from p. 32 
Karyn Bye scored her 19th goal of 
the season. It was Bye's inspiring 
performance that lifted her team 
to sweet revenge against a team 
that had taunted them all season. 
"She (Bye) set an example for 
the rest of the team," said 
Davidson. "Keeping the pressure 
·on with her 'never say never' 
attitude, she was a real spark plug 
for us. The way she played that 
game, she deserved the winning 
goal." _ 
The seemingly unbeatable 
Friars team had fallen only once 
all season, to Northeastern and 
the closest UNH had ever come 
was a 2-2 tie in the ,Gran\te State 
Tournament. 
The win opened up first place 
for the taking, and with only one 
ECAC regular season game left 
between PC and Northeastern, 
UNH will have a chance to take it 
all. It was announced yesterday 
that Snively Arena will host the 
ECAC tournament on March 3-4. 
The Lady 'Cats end the regular 
season with an 18-3-1 rec;:ord, 13-
3-1 in the ECAC. 
'Cats to skate against 
women's United 
States National team 
UNH's Chalupnik and Davidson 
claim spots on US team 
t • ~ •. . • . .• •· ., . 
By Heather Grant 
Amid the chilling, dark rafters 
of Snively Arena hang the banners 
earned by the University of.New 
Hampshire women's hockey 
dynasties of the past. 
Since the inception of the 
women's program at UNH in 1977, 
the arena has hosted some of the 
most impressive women's 
collegiate play in New England as -
well as in the country. This 
weekend will be no exception. The 
perennially strong Lady 'Cats 
· team will face the first United 
States National team for women 
in an exhibition game at Snively 
Arena at 7 p:m., this Saturday. 
The US National Team, which 
consists of players from all across 
the country, represents the best 
women players from the high . 
school, college and graduate level, 
including two players from UNH. 
Sanctioned by the Amateur 
Hockey Association of the United 
States, open tryouts for the team · 
began in Michigan, Minnesota, 
Massachusetts and New York last 
October. The tryouts, which were 
opentoanywoman whoisacitizen 
of the US, were divided into three 
stages, culminating in a final three 
day evaluation camp at 
Northeastern University from 
December 27-29. Players who 
made tl\e final cut were notified 
on New Year's Eve. 
Among UNH · skaters who 
tried out for the team were senior 
assistant captains Laura Prisco and 
Heidi Chalupnik as well as 
sophomores Kelly Thorne, 
Shawna Davidson and rookie 
Colleen Coyne. Only Chalupnik 
and Davidson were selected to join 
the 20 elite players who made the 
team. They will represent UNH 
on the US team, as they travel to 
compete in the first o·tficially 
sanctioned World Championship 
Tournament for Women in 
Ottawa, Ontario on March 19-25. 
Also scheduled to compete are 
Canada, Sweden, Finland, Japan, 
West Germany, Norway and 
Switzerland. • 
For the past few weeks the US 
National squad, _coached by 
Northeastern University's head 
women's coach Don MacLeod, has 
been playing exhibition games 
around New England before they 
report to the Olympic Training 
center in Lake Placid, New York 
for final preparations before the 
tournament. 
Among the group of 14 
forwards, sixdefensemen and two 
goal keepers are 10 players who 
have had college experience, si~ 
who currently play women's 
college hockey and two high 
school students. 
Besides current UNH stars 
Chalupnikand Davidson, another 
name familiar to those who have 
followed • women's collegiate 
hockey, is former defensive ECAC 
all-star Lauren Apollo of Scituate, 
MA: Apollo, who played for UNH 
from 1981-1985, accumulated 39 
goals and_65 assists and holds the 
UNH record for number of 
penalties in a career, 58 for 116 
minutes. Apollo led the µidy 'Cats 
to two ECAC titles, four 
tournament appearances and a 78-
8-1 record while she played for the 
Lady 'Cats. 
Chalupnik, a senior from 
Fairbanks, Alaska, has 
accumulated 35 goals and 65 
assists for 100 career points while 
at UNH. Although viral 
pneumonia has forced her to miss 
the past six games, she hopes to 
recover in time for the World 
Tournament. Davidson, who is 
from Duluth, Minnesota, is one of 
the youngest players on the team. 
~he has 19 goals and 25 assists in 
her two years of stellar play at 
UNH. A versatile player, who has 
' prove~ :to be one of the strongest 
; young recruits for UNH in the 
past few years, Davic;ison has 
improved her play on both offense 
and defense. 
_ One different aspect of the 
international play will be the 
checking that has been illegal in 
women's hockey in the United 
States. The contact isn't new to 
many players on the roster, who 
have played in boy's hockey 
leagues when they were in their 
formative years. ., 
• 
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Lady 'Cats take 
·dence, 3-2 
By Heather Grant 
It was only 54 seconds into 
the · first period when the UNH 
women's hockey team showed 
Providence just who i~ boss of the · 
ECAC. Strapping defender Carol 
Weston had collected a deflected 
shot by Shawna Davidson and sent 
the puck pastthe outstretched stick 
of PC keeper Shannon Sweezey to 
secure an early 1-0 lead, before an 
ecstatic crowd at Snively. 
Two periods and one 
overtime later, the Lady 'Cats had 
not only proven thattheydeserved 
the 3-2 victory over the Friars, but 
had also secured the chance to · 
host the ECAC tournament at 
UNH. 
"Everybody was ready to 
play," said UNHHead Coach_Russ 
McCurdy. "We've been playing 
with a revamped line-up so I was 
surprised at how well we did. 
Defense was the key in the win. 
Mren Akre digs the puck away from the boards and the Friars' assistant captain (Ben Frazier photo). Theysnever let pf C penetrate." 
· uperb de ense by Weston, 
UNH loses last at 
Shawna Davidson, Ellen 
ho Weinburg and Molly Matthews m 6nd. strong goaltending by Erin 
Whitten kept Providence at bay 
to Maine · and Vermont 
'Cats hold longest losing 
streak at home with 25 
By Keith D. Rogers 
The longest current .home 
losing streak in the nation for a 
Division I school in basketball is at 
25 games and will continue for 
another 'year as the Wildcat's 
men's basketball team dropped 
their final two home games of the 
season to Maine and Vermont, 
respectively. 
On Thursday night the 'Cats 
took on the Black Bears of Maine 
in a closely fought contest that 
ended with Maine on top, 78-67. 
This game featured a shoot 
out between UNH's rookie 
sensation Pat Manor who finished 
with 26 points, and Maine's Dean 
Smith who had a game high 32 
points. 
In the first half the teams 
traded the lead on four occasions. 
Maine opened the scoring on 
a lay-up by Derrick Hodge, but 
the Manor came back with a trey 
to give the Cats their first lead of 
the half. 
The Wildcats held the lead 
for the next five minutes until the 
Black Bear's Pat Harrington went 
on a three-point tear as he hit three 
trifectas in a minute and a half to 
give his team a seven point lead, 
18-11. 
The Bears again took the lead 
on a lay-up by Coco Barry and 
they entered the locker room with 
a five point advantage, 38-33. 
In the second half, despite 18 
points by Manor, the Wildcats 
were unable to get below the five 
point advantage that Maine held . 
at the half. This was due to the 
Bear's Smith who also scored 18 in 
the half and to poor free throw 
shooting by the Wildcats. 
The largest lead of the game 
by Maine was the 11 point margin 
that the game ended on, 78-67. 
On Sunday afternoon the 
Wildcats took on the Catamounts 
of Vermont inanotherclosecontest 
that went down to the wire, 63-61. 
Keith Carpenter playing in the 
final home game of his career, led 
the Wildcats with 11 points. Also 
playing in their final home were 
Chris Perkins, Tommy Hammer, 
and Mike Lunney. 
The Catamounts were paced 
by sophomore sensation Kevin 
Roberson, who had 18 points, 12 
rebounds, and five blocked shots. 
Roberson is currently tied for 
second in the nation in blocked 
shots per game with Georgetown's 
Dikembe Mutumbo, which is quite 
surprising considering Roberson 
is · only 6-foot 7-inches and 
Mutumbo is 7-foot 3-inches. 
The 'Cats stayed close for the 
whole game but they never could 
put together a strong enough run 
to wrestle the lead from the 
Catamounts. 
Once again the Wildcats poor 
free throw shooting cost them as 
they were four for 12 in the second 
half. Most of the misses were on 
crucial one and ones. 
The 'Cats trailed by seven in 
the second half with 1 :39 
remaining, when they went on a 
run to cut the lead to two on the 
final basket of the game. 
UNH is preparing for the 
WHC tournament in early March. 
All teams in the conference make 
the tournament and the winner 
advances to the NCAA 
tournament, which is the highlight 
of college basketball. 
Coach Boylon believes that 
the team could win the 
tournament. 
"The way things have gone 
this year, with teams like Maine 
and Vermont knocking off 
Northeastern and Boston 
University, anything could 
happen," he said. "Hopefully if 
we finish fourth or fifth in the 
regular standings, we could meet 
a team like Maine in the first round ' 
of the tournament. We believe we 
·have a good chance of surprising 
someone in the tournament." 
for the rest bf the first period. With 
a "not so comfortable" 1-0 lead, 
the UNH team retired to the locker 
room, determined to keep up their 
intensity throughout the rest of 
the game. 
"We came out flying in the 
first period," said Davidson. "We 
knew what we had to do, and we 
knew who we had to shut down 
to get the win. In between periods, 
we just knew that we couldn't let 
up. We had to keep our intensity 
going." 
Senior captain Andria Hunter 
would net the second UNH goal 
1 :56 into the second period, 
assi_sted by Karen Akre and Laura 
Prisco. As ECAC leaders, 
Providence wasn't ready to give 
up their first place standing that 
easily, and would answer both 
UNH goals in the second period 
to tie the game at 2-2. Even·with 
two power play opportunities, the 
Wildcats were unable to convert. 
The third period proved to 
be tiring for both teams as the 
momentum shifted back and 
forth. UNH held off each feeble 
PC attempt and continued to 
outshine. the Friars, who have 
always taken pride in ruining any 
comeback attempts by UNH. For 
the first time in many games, the 
Lady 'Cats shutdowri their Rhode 
Island rivals. 
"We didn't let them get in on 
us," said Mccurdy. "We_ didn't 
let them get any good shots from 
up close and that made the 
difference. We could've scored 
more goals against them and it 
was a lot closer than it should 
have been." 
It was 4:32 into the overtime 
period when freshman center 
Hockey, p. 31 
Maine kept their advantage 
until there was under four minu_tes 
in the half when Bob Cummins hit 
both ends of a one and one to 
make the score 32-31 in favor of 
the 'Cats. 
UNH never Jed in the contest 
as Vermont took the lead on the 
first-basket of the game by Rahim 
Huland El. 
UNH' s next game i's Thursday 
night against Boston College at 
Conte Forum at 7:30 . . 
Eric Thielen goes up for the hoop (Don Carlson photo). 
